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Operations on sequences are a basic component of database queries
that extract information from sequenced data. This paper introduces a
family of regular sequence operations (called rs-operations) to be used
in such queries. The family is based on a simple pattern matching
mechanism using regular expressions as its patterns, and includes most
of the ‘‘natural’’ operations on sequences. Properties of the family are
examined. In particular, operations in the family are characterized by a
mechanical device called generic a-transducer, and the expressive
power of the family is studied through an investigation of finite gener-
ators of the operations. The usage of the rs-operations in database
queries is illustrated through an extended relational data model. Two
equivalent query languages, one algebraic and the other calculus, are
given in the model. In these query languages, rs-operations are the only
components used for dealing with sequences. ] 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, database support for scientific computing has
become increasingly important because of the huge and
quickly growing data volume from various scientific pro-
jects. A unique feature of scientific computing is its emphasis
on orders among data items [17]. For example, the order
of data items is important in genetic sequences, communica-
tion signals, observation data from satellites, and various
other experimental data. Other applications, such as stock
trading and financial planning, also involve large quantity
of sequenced data. Thus many database systems, e.g.,
EXODUS [5], Galileo [3], O2 [4, 8], and Vbase [20],
support sequences. Other data models, such as Nested
Sequence of Tuples [13] and, Object Histories [11], that
support sequences are also proposed in the literature. To
query sequences, a system requires appropriate sequence
operations. However, there is no general guideline as to
which set of sequence operations one should use. Thus, the
system designers usually choose operations in an ad hoc
manner. The essential properties of the selected operations,
such as ‘‘expressiveness,’’ ‘‘completeness,’’ and ‘‘inde-
pendence,’’ are not well understood. A major underlying
cause for this situation may be the lack of a unifying
theoretical mechanism for defining and studying most, if not
all, of the desired operations. The purpose of this paper is to
show that ‘‘pattern matching’’ of a simple kind can be used
as such a mechanism to specify and investigate most of the
natural sequence operations.
Sequence operations in database query languages tend
to be ‘‘high-level’’ in nature (in contrast to those in program-
ming languages such as C, Lisp, and Prolog). For example,
in the EXCESS algebra of EXODUS [26], HEAD, and
SUBARRAY are employed to obtain the head and a subin-
terval of a sequence, respectively. These operations specify
results of ‘‘processes’’ rather than the processes themselves.
Two recent studies of such declarative operations on
sequences appeared in [22], [12]. The approach taken by
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Richardson [22] is an interesting one. He views the suc-
cessor element in a sequence as the value of the next time
point. Thus, temporal logic formulas can be used to describe
interesting properties of the sequence and desired sequence
operations such as ‘‘retrieve the list’s tail beginning with the
first observation in which the temperature is below zero’’
[22]. This approach, however, is restricted by the nature of
temporal logics. In particular, interactions of two or more
sequences (such as the operation ‘‘retrieve the list’s tail
beginning with the first observation in which the tem-
perature appears in another list’’) are not possible with
temporal logics alone.
In a quite different approach, Grahne, Nyka nen, and
Ukkonen [12] use a ‘‘state based’’ alignment logic to
describe the interaction of sequences, such as ‘‘a sequence is
a shuffle of two other sequences.’’ The logic is very power-
ful in its expressiveness. In fact, the family of the sets of
sequences defined by formulas with only two existential
quantifiers and no negation, is exactly the family of the
recursive enumerable sets of sequences [12]. A more recent
work by Mecca and Bonner [18] use logic programs and a
type of transducer to deal with sequences.
In this paper, we take the ‘‘pattern matching’’ point of
view. Specifications of sequence operations are viewed as a
type of ‘‘pattern matching.’’ For instance, let u be a sequence
of length at least 1. Clearly, one of the sequences in the
regular set1 :1:2* , say :1:k2 , is of the same length as u. We
say that :1 :k2 ‘‘matches’’ u and :1 ‘‘matches’’ the first element
of u. Thus, we use :1:2* to retrieve, by ‘‘pointing at’’ :1 , the
first element of u, i.e., the HEAD operation on u.
The above pattern matching mechanism can be found in
text editors ‘‘vi’’ and ‘‘emacs,’’ and the AWK programming
language2 [2] (usually in UNIX systems). Both editors and
AWK use regular expressions in their search-and-substitute
commands. In those commands, a pair of special symbols
retrieve a portion of the matched sequence. The sequence
operations introduced in this paper are similar to, but more
powerful than, such ‘‘retrieving’’ mechanisms in those
commands.
Pattern matching is used extensively in text processing,
e.g., [1], and (although in a different manner) in informa-
tion retrieval systems, e.g., [19]. One paper employing
pattern matching in database queries is [21], where regular
patterns serve as ‘‘maskings’’ in an extended nonfirst normal
form query language to deal with sequences (as well as sets).
However, the roles of pattern matching in these systems are
as conditions rather than operations.
In this paper, a formal treatment of sequence operations,
based on pattern matching, is initiated. It is intended as
a unified approach towards specifying and studying opera-
tions on sequenced data. As a first step, a family of opera-
tions, called rs-operations, is defined based on a simple
pattern matching mechanism with regular sets as ‘‘pattern
languages.’’ This family (i) includes most of the ‘‘natural’’
sequence operations and (ii) is easy to extend. Also, the
family can be characterized by a type of mechanical device
called ‘‘generic a-transducer.’’
The pattern matching approach of this paper has one
distinct flavor with respect to other reported studies: It is
entirely positional or structural. For example, the operation
that retrieves all prefixes of a sequence is in the family of
rs-operations, while the operation that retrieves all prefixes
that end with a specific value is not. This minimalism renders
two advantages: (i) Since any family of sequence operations
should include some positional operations, the rs-opera-
tions can be seen as the ‘‘common denominator’’ of
sequence operations. Thus, the study of rs-operations will
bring understanding of other families of sequence opera-
tions. And (ii) the elements of a sequence can be of any type
of values (simple values, tuples, and even nested sequences).
If the operations take only one kind of value, then the
operations are limited in their usage. On the other hand, if
all kinds of values are taken into account, the operations are
inevitably complicated. The rs-operations are not con-
cerned with the type of elements in a sequence and thus are
general enough to apply to sequences of all types. The
handling of elements is left for other components of a query
language so that the rs-operations are not limited to one
specific data model. This is manifested by the extended rela-
tional model of this paper, in which the rs-operations are
supplemented by the ‘‘usual’’ relational operations to handle
data values. With the help of the relational operations, the
operation that retrieves all prefixes of a sequence that end
with a specific value is expressible. This method of adding
sequences into a data model and its query languages is
rather general.
The rest of the paper is divided into two regular sections,
a conclusion section and an appendix which contains the
proofs of a number of results stated in the two regular sec-
tions. In the first section, the rs-operations are presented
and studied. Specifically, mergers and extractors, collec-
tively called rs-operations, are defined in Subsection 2.1 and
examples given in Subsection 2.2. A type of mechanical
device, called ‘‘generic a-transducer,’’ is presented in Sub-
section 2.3 and then used to characterize rs-operations. In
the same subsection, generic transducers are used to explore
the composition of rs-operations. In Subsection 2.4, the
expressiveness of rs-operations is examined through finite
generators. It is shown that each finite subfamily of the
mergers and the extractors is strictly less expressive than the
whole family, respectively. In the second section, an
extended relational data model with sequences is introduced
to illustrate the use of the rs-operations in database queries.
2 GINSBURG AND WANG
1 The concept of regular sets is from the study of formal languages [14]
and will be reviewed briefly later.
2 The authors wish to acknowledge that the late Paris Kanellakis
brought our attention to AWK.
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More specifically, the model is introduced in Subsection 3.1,
and an algebraic query language is presented in Sub-
section 3.2. In Subsection 3.3, a logic on sequences is
introduced. Based on that logic, a calculus query language
is constructed in Subsection 3.4. Finally, the equivalence of
the two query languages is established in Subsection 3.5.
Section 4 concludes the main part of the paper with some
remarks on further research topics. In order to improve
the flow of the paper, some proofs are relegated to the
appendices.
2. REGULAR SEQUENCE OPERATIONS
We start with the definition of regular sequence opera-
tions (rs-operations) and give some examples. We then
establish properties of these operations. In particular, we
introduce the generic a-transducer, a kind of mechanical
device, and use it to characterize the rs-operations. We then
employ the characterization to investigate the composition
and decomposition of rs-operations. The results about com-
position and decomposition shed light on the expressiveness
of rs-operations.
2.1. Definitions
We first give some preliminary notions. A sequence of
length n>0 over a nonempty set A of elements is a mapping
v from [1, ..., n] to A, and is usually written as a1 } } } an ,
where ai=v(i) for each 1in. The symbol = represents
the sequence of length 0 (i.e., the empty sequence). Sequences
are denoted by u, v, w, etc., possibly with subscripts. Given
a sequence v, |v| denotes the length of v. For each set A of
elements, let A*=[v | v(i) # A for all 1i|v|] _ [=].
We now informally describe a ‘‘merging process.’’ Sup-
pose we have a sequence w=:1:1 :2:1:2 (called a pattern)
of special symbols :1 and :2 . Intuitively, this sequence gives
the name ‘‘:1 ’’ to positions 1, 2, and 4, and ‘‘:2 ’’ to positions
3 and 5. Now let u1 and u2 be two sequences. A sequence u
is a ‘‘merging’’ of u1 and u2 according to w if the subsequence
of u formed by the elements at the :i -positions is ui for
i=1, 2. Thus, u=abcde is a merging of abd and ce according
to w since the elements of u at the :1-positions (i.e., positions
1, 2, and 4) is abd, and the elements at the :2-positions (i.e.,
positions 3 and 5) is ce. Figure 1 illustrates the above merging.
FIG. 1 The merging of abd and ce acccording to :1:1 :2:1 :2 .
In order to formally define the above merging process, we
assume a fixed infinite alphabet 7 (whose elements are
denoted by a, b, etc., possibly subscripted) and a fixed,
countably infinite set of special symbols V=[:i | i1].
For each n1, we will use Vn to denote the set consisting
of the first n elements of V , i.e., Vn=[:1 , ..., :n]. We also
define a special mapping on sequences. For all sequences
w in V* and u in 7* , with |w|=|u|, and element : in V ,
let [w]: (u)=u(i1) } } } u(ik), where 1i1 } } } ik|w|,
w(ij)=: for each 1 jk and w(i){: for each i in
[1, ..., |w|]&[i1 , ..., ik]. In other words, [w]: (u) is the sub
sequence of u formed by the elements of u at positions pointed
by : with respect to w.
We are now able to formally define the notion of a simple
merger.
Definition. Let n1 be a positive integer and w a
sequence in Vn*. Then the construct Mn[w] is called a simple
merger. For sequences u1 , ..., un in 7* , let
Mn[w](u1 , ..., un)
=[u # 7* | [w]:i , (u)=ii for each 1in].
Such a mapping from 7*_ } } } _7* to 2
7* is called a simple
merger mapping.
For example, M2[:1 :1:2 :1:2](abd, ce)=[abcde] (cf.
Fig. 1). Notice that the result of a simple merger can be
empty. For instance, M2[:1:2:1:2](a, bc)=<.
It is easy to see that there is at most one sequence in the
set Mn[w](u1 , ..., un) for all w and ui (1in). (Indeed, let
v1 and v2 both be in Mn[w](u1 , ..., un) and v1(k){v2(k) for
some k. Suppose w(k)=:i and there are l appearances of
:i in w before the k th position; i.e., there are l elements in
the set [i<k | w(i)=:i]. Since ui=[w]:i (v1), obviously,
ui (l+1)=v1(k). Similarly, ui (l+1)=v2(k). Hence, v1(k)=
ui (l+1)=v2(k), which is a contradiction.) Also, there
are cases where Mn[w](u1 , ..., un)=<. (For example,
M2[:1 :2:1 :2](a, bc)=<.) If u is in Mn[w](u1 , ..., un),
then u is said to be a merging of u1 , ..., un according to w.
Note that there exists a merging of u1 , ..., un according to w
if and only if the length of ui is the number of occurrences of
:i in w for each 1in.
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Simple mergers perform very simple tasks, namely, merging
fixed-length sequences. This is partly because only a single
pattern is used in a simple merger. In the following, the
single patterns in simple mergers are expanded to sets of
patterns. As will be seen, such expansions yield powerful
sequence operations.
Definition. Let n1 be a positive integer and p a sub-
set of Vn*. Then Mn[ p] is called an n-ary (sequence) merger.
For subsets L1 , ..., Ln of 7* , let
Mn[ p](L1 , ..., Ln)= .
w # p
.
u1 # L1
} } } .
un # Ln
Mn[w](u1 , ..., un).
Such a mapping from 27*_ } } } _27* (n times) to 27* is
called an (n-ary) merger mapping.
Thus, an n-ary merger defines a mapping from n sets of
sequences (over 7) to a single set of sequences (over 7).
Intuitively, u is in Mn[ p](L1 , ..., Ln) if u is the merging of
some ui in Li (1in) according to some w in p. Here, p
is used as the pattern set.
As an example, let p=(:1:2)*, L1=[ab, abcd ] and
L2=[cd, ef, cdef ]. Then u=acbd is in M2[ p](L1 , L2)
since ab and cd are in L1 and L2 , respectively, and u is the
merging of ab and cd according to :1:2 :1:2 in p. Similarly,
it is easy to see that aebf, acbdcedf are also in M2[ p]
(L1 , L2). Therefore, M2[ p](L1 , L2)=[acbd, aebf, acbdce
df ], i.e., the set consisting of the ‘‘perfect’’ shuffles of the
sequences from L1 and L2 .
The operations defined by the above merging operations
are seen as ‘‘declarative sequence operations,’’ since the
merging defined by a merger can be easily read from the
pattern: Every time :i appears, an element from the i th
operand is picked up. For example, one can easily under-
stand the perfect shuffle operation M2[(:1:2)*] by the
pattern (:1:2)*, which can be seen as ‘‘alternatively picking
up elements from the first and the second operands,’’ i.e., the
above perfect shuffle operation.
Now consider the ‘‘inverse’’ of a merger.
Definition. Let Mn[ p] be an n-ary merger and
1in. Then the construct E:1[ p] is called a (sequence)
extractor. For each subset L of 7* , let
E:1[ p](L)=[u1 | _u # L, _u2 , ..., un such that
u # Mn[ p]([u1], ..., [un])].
The mapping defined thereby is called an extractor mapping.
Intuitively, a sequence u is in E:1[ p](L) iff there exists a
sequence v in L such that v is a merger result (by Mn[ p]) of
v with some other sequences.
To illustrate, let p=:1:2* and L=[abc, defgh]. Then
E:1[ p](L)=[a, d ], i.e., the set consisting of the first ele-
ment of the given sequences.
The extractors thus defined also have a ‘‘declarative’’
character. Indeed, the pattern identifies which elements
(pointed by :1) are picked up from a given sequence
(operand). For example, the extractor E:1[:1 :2*] clearly
picks up the first element from any given nonempty
operand.
Given a merger Mn and subsets L1 , ..., Ln of 7* , by
definition, all the symbols appearing in Mn(L1 , ..., Ln) must
also appear in L1 _ } } } _ Ln . Hence, given a finite alphabet
77 , 27* is closed under each merger Mn ; i.e., if
L1 , ..., Ln are subsets of 7*, so is Mn(L1 , ..., Ln). Likewise,
27* is closed under each extractor for each finite alphabet
77 . Furthermore, if L1 , ..., Ln are all finite subsets of
7* , then Mn(L1 , ..., Ln) and E (L1) are both finite for each
merger Mn and extractor E.
Each sequence merger and extractor defined above con-
sists of an arbitrary set p of patterns. Obviously, the mergers
and extractors thus defined are very powerful and may even
be impossible to compute andor represent. (For example,
let p=[:1 } } } :1 | :1 appear n times such that there is a solu-
tion of the equation xn+ yn=zn]. Then u is in Mn[ p](7*)
if and only if there are positive integers a, b, and c such that
a |u|+b |u|=c |u|.) For practical purposes, the set p should be
tractable. In this study, p will be restricted to the ‘‘regular
sets’’ (as defined in formal language theory). There are two
major reasons for this: Regular sets describe most of the
natural patterns encountered in practice; and one of their
representations, namely ‘‘regular expressions,’’ is easy to use
in query languages.
Traditionally, the regular sets are defined by means of the
well-known ‘‘finite state acceptors’’ (or ‘‘finite automata’’
[14]).
Definition. A nondeterministic finite state acceptor
(fsa) is a 5-tuple (K, 7, $, !0 , F ), where K is a finite set of
states, !0 is in K, FK, 7 is a finite set of elements and $ is
a subset of K_7_K.
Let A=(K, 7, $, !0 , F) be an fsa. Each sequence
+=(!0 , a0 , !1) } } } (!k&1 , ak&1 , !k) for some k0 (note
that +== if k=0) is called a run of A if (!j , aj , !j+1) is in $
for each 0 j<k and !k is in F. Such a sequence + is
abbreviated as 60 j<k(!j , aj , !j+1). (In general, 60 j<l bj
is an abbreviation of the sequence b0 } } } bl&1 for some l>0
and the empty sequence = for l=0.) A subset L of 7* is said
to be accepted by A if there is a run + of A such that3
4 GINSBURG AND WANG
3 Assume that \ is a sequence of k tuples, i.e., \=(a01 , ..., a0k) } } }
(am1 , ..., amk), and j, 1 jk, is an integer. Then ?j (\) denotes the
sequence a0 j } } } amj and _8 j=a(\) the subsequence of \ composed of all the
elements in \ with j th component being a.
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?2(+)=w for each w in L. The set of sequences accepted by
A, denoted by T(A), is called a regular set.
For each n>0, each set accepted by an fsa of the form
(K, Vn , $, !0 , F ) is called a regular set over Vn . By Kleene’s
theorem (see [14]), the collection of the regular sets over Vn
is the smallest family containing [:i], where 1in, and
closed under union, concatenation, and V. Therefore, each
regular set over Vn can be represented by an algebraic
expression (i.e., regular expression) composed of [:i], where
1in, and the operations U, }, and V, along with some
parentheses for grouping purposes. (When no confusion
arises, :i is used instead of [:i].) For example, (:1:2)* is
the regular expression which represents the regular set
k0 [:1:2 } } } :1:2 | :1:2 appears k times].
We now formally define the central notion of this study.
Definition. A regular sequence operation, or rs-opera-
tion, is either a merger Mn[ p] or an extractor E:1[ p], where
p is regular.
Henceforth, p is always assumed to be regular.
2.2. Examples
We now present several examples of rs-operations and
their compositions. In the following, u and v are assumed to
be sequences in 7* . For simplicity, we frequently use an
element of 7* to represent the singleton set consisting of
the element. For example, we often use u to represent [u].
(1) M2[:1*:2*]([u], [v])=[uv]. Clearly, this defines
the concatenation operation.
(2) E:1[:
k
1 :2*]([u]) is the prefix of u of length k,
E:1[:2*:
k
1]([u]) is the suffix of u of length k, and E:1[:1*:2*]
([u]) is the set of all prefixes of u.
(3) E:1[(:1 _ :2)*]([u]) is the set of all subsequences
of u.
(4) Let SL(u, v)=E:1[(:1:2)*](M2[(:1:2)*]([u], [v])).
Obviously, SL(u, v)=[u] if |u|=|v|, and SL(u, v)=<
otherwise.
(5) Let Half(u)=SL(Prefix(u), E:1[(:1 :2)*](u)), where
Prefix(u)=E:1[:1*:2*]([u]). Half(u) operates as follows:
Given a sequence u, Prefix(u) is the set of all prefixes of u,
including the first half of u. At the same time, E:1[:1*:2*](u)
gets the sequence that is every other element of u. Thus the
sequence in E:1[:1*:2*](u) is exactly half of the length of u (if
u is of even length). Finally, SL(Prefix(u), E:1[(:1:2)*](u))
picks up the prefixes of u which is of the same length as half
of u, i.e., the first half of u. Thus, Half(u) returns the first half
of u if u is of even length, and Half(u)=< if u is of odd
length. For example, Half(abcd )=[ab]. It should be noted
that Half only works on a single sequence. Indeed, if L is a
set of more than one sequence, then Half(L) does not
consist of the first half of each given sequence in L.
2.3. Generic a-Transducers
Since regular sets are defined by ‘‘mechanical devices’’
(i.e., finite state automata), it is natural to seek some similar
devices to describe the rs-operations. Indeed, such devices,
called ‘‘generic a-transducers,’’ are now introduced.
The generic a-transducers have multiple input tapes and
a single output tape. They deviate from the traditional ones
[14] in that they do not have predefined input and output
alphabets. (In this way, they are analogous to ‘‘generic pro-
cedures’’ as used in programming languages [15].) Further-
more, they have no ability to change symbols, that is, the
elements in the output, if any, are the same as in the input.
In order words, these transducers can only ‘‘erase’’ some
symbols from the input sequences and then ‘‘shuffle’’ the
resulting sequences into a single one. Formally,
Definition. A generic n-tape sequential transducer with
accepting states, abbreviated generic (n-tape) a-transducer,
is a 6-tuple M=(n, K, /, H, !0 , F ), where
(1) n is a positive integer.
(2) K is a finite set (of states).
(3) / is a symbol (the variable).
(4) H is a subset of K_[/]_[1, ..., n]_K_[/, =] (the
transition rules) such that for each (!1 , /, t, !2 , /^) in H,
either /^=/ or /^==.
(6) !0 is in K (the start state).
(7) FK (the set of accepting states).
If /^=/ for each (!, /, i, *, /^) in H, then M is called =-free.
The third component of a generic a-transducer, /, acts as
a place holder. Whenever the device ‘‘reads’’ an input sym-
bol a, it uses a transition rule with / replaced by a. (In
the remainder of this paper, the symbol / will always and
only be used as the third component of each a-transducer.
Also, e^ will be used to denote e or = for each symbol e. For
example, /^ represents / or =, and a^ either a or =.) We now
formally define the behavior of generic a-transducers.
Definition. Let M=(n, K, /, H, !0 , F ) be a generic
n-tape a-transducer. A sequence \=60 j<k(!j , aj , tj , !j+1 ,
a^j), for some k0, is called a run of M if !k is in F and for
each 0 j<k, (!j , /, tj , !j+1 , /^j) is in H and a^j== iff /^j==.
Let Li 7* for each 1in. Then M(L1 , ..., Ln) is the set
[u | there exists a run \ of M such that u=?5(\)
and ?2 _83=i(\) is in Li for each 1in].
Such a mapping is called an (n-ary) generic a-transducer
mapping. If M is =-free, then the mapping defined is called an
=-free (n-ary) generic a-transducer mapping. Note that the
sequence _83=i (\) consists of each transition in \ whose
third component is i, i.e., each transition pertaining to tape i.
5REGULAR SEQUENCE OPERATIONS
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For convenience, each mapping f from 27*_ } } } _27* (n
times for some positive integer n) to 27* will be called an
(n-ary) sequence operation, or simply (n-ary) operation.
The integer n is called the arity of f, denoted arity( f )=n.
Clearly, each n-ary merger mapping and (=-free) n-ary
generic a-transducer mapping is an n-ary operation, and
each extractor mapping is a unary operation. Two n-ary
operations f1 and f2 are equivalent if f1(L1 , ..., Ln)=
f2(L1 , ..., Ln) for all subsets L1 , ..., Ln of 7* . By abuse of
language, two ‘‘structures,’’ each of which is either a merger,
an extractor or a generic a-transducer, are said to be equiv-
alent if their associated mappings are equal. For example,
the merger M1[:1*] and the extractor E:1[:1*] are equiv-
alent by using this terminology.
We now turn to characterizing each of the two types of
rs-operations by a type of generic a-transducers.
Theorem 1. Each merger is equivalent to some =-free
generic a-transducer and, conversely, each =-free generic
a-transducer is equivalent to some merger. Expressed
otherwise, an n-ary operation is equivalent to a merger map-
ping if and only if it is equivalent to an =-free n-ary generic
a-transducer mapping. Furthermore, given a merger M[ p],
where p is represented by an fsa or a regular expression, one
can effectively construct an equivalent a-transducer.
Obviously, a necessary condition for an n-ary operation
f to be equivalent to an =-free a-transducer is that
|u|=|u1 |+ } } } +|un | if u is in f (u1 , ..., un). It is easy to
see that for each n1, there exists a generic n-tape a-trans-
ducer which does not satisfy this necessary condition. (For
example, let Mn=(n, K, /, H, !0 , F ), where /^== for each
(!, /, i, *, /^) in H and !0 is in F. Then Mn(L1 , ..., Ln)=[=]
for all subsets L1 , ..., Ln of 7* .) Therefore, the above
theorem leads to the following result.
Corollary. For each n1, there exist n-ary generic
a-transducers which have no equivalent mergers.
Similar to the equivalence of mergers to generic a-trans-
ducers, we have the following.
Theorem 2. Each extractor is equivalent to some generic
1-tape a-transducer and, conversely, each generic 1-tape
a-transducer is equivalent to some extractor. Expressed
otherwise, a unary operation is equivalent to an extractor
mapping if and only if it is equivalent to a unary generic
a-transducer mapping. Furthermore, given an extractor
E[ p], where p is represented by an fsa or a regular expres-
sion, one can effectively construct an equivalent a-transducer.
By Theorems 1 and 2, it is clear that given a merger
Mn[ p] (or an extractor E[ p]) and finite subsets L1 , ..., Ln
of 7* , if p is represented as an fsa or a regular expression,
then one can effectively construct the set Mn[ p](L1 , ..., Ln)
(or E[ p](L1), respectively).
We conclude this subsection by considering the com-
position of rs-operations. Since each merger and extractor
is equivalent to a generic a-transducer, a composition of
mergers and extractors is equivalent to a composition of
generic a-transducers. In the following, we show that each
composition of generic a-transducers is equivalent to a
generic a-transducer. Thus, each composition of mergers
and extractors is equivalent to a generic a-transducer.
Definition. An n-ary operation f is said to be a com-
position of f1 and f2 of arity n1 and n2 , resp., if there exists
a list i1 , ..., ij&1 , ij1 , ..., ijn1 , ij+1 , ..., in2 of the integers 1, ..., n
such that for all subsets L1 , ..., Ln of 7* ,4
f (L1 , ..., Ln)= f2(Li1 , ..., Lij&1 , f1(Lj1 , ..., Ljn1),
Lij+1 , ..., Lin2).
In general, an n-ary operation f is said to be a composition
of f1 , ..., fk if either (1) k=1 and f is equivalent to f1 , or (2)
there exists f $ and f " such that (i) f $ is a composition of
f1 , ..., fi , (ii) f " is a composition of fi+1 , ..., fk , where
1i<k, and (iii) f is a composition of f $ and f ".
Let F be a set of operations. Then an operation f is a
composition of operations in F if there exists a list f1 , ..., fk
of operations in F such that f is a composition of f1 , ..., fk .
An n-ary operation f is a composition of generic
a-transducers (mergers, extractors, rs-operations, respec-
tively) if f is a composition of operations in F, where F
consists of all generic a-transducer (merger, extractor,
rs-operations, respectively) mappings.
Proposition 1. Each composition of (=-free) generic
a-transducers is equivalent to a (=-free) generic a-transducer.
By Theorem 1, each merger is equivalent to an =-free
generic a-transducer. By Proposition 1, each composition of
=-free a-transducers is still an =-free generic a-transducer.
Thus, each composition of mergers is still an =-free generic
a-transducer and, hence (by Theorem 1), a merger.
Similarly, by Theorem 2 and Proposition 1, it is easy to see
that each composition of extractors is still an extractor.
Furthermore, since each rs-operation (merger or extractor)
is equivalent to a generic a-transducer, a composition of
rs-operations is equivalent to a generic a-transducer. There-
fore, we have:
Theorem 3. Each composition of mergers (extractors,
resp.) is equivalent to a merger (extractor, respectively). Each
composition of rs-operations is equivalent to a generic
a-transducer.
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’’ following f1( } } } ).
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To illustrate, let Concat2(L1 , L2)=M2[:1*:2*](L1 , L2)
for all subsets L1 and L2 of 7* . Clearly, u is in Concat2
(L1 , L2) if and only if u is a concatenation of a sequence in
L1 and a sequence in L2 . By the above theorem, there exists
a merger Concat3 such that Concat3(L1 , L2 , L3)=Concat2
(Concat2(L1 , L2), L3) for all subsets L1 , L2 , and L3 of 7* .
Indeed, it is easy to see that
M3[:1*:2*:3*](L1 , L2 , L3)=Concat2(Concat2(L1 , L2), L3)
for all subsets L1 , L2 , and L3 of 7* . As another example,
it is easy to see that E:1[(:1 :2:3)*](L)=E:1[(:1:2)*]
(E:1[(:1:1:2)*](L)) for each subset L of 7* .
We note that there exist compositions of mergers and
extractors which are not equivalent to any one extractor or
any one merger. Indeed, consider the sequence operation
f(L1 , L2)=M2[(:1:2)*](L1 , E:1[(:1*:2*)](L2)). A sequence
u is in f (L1 , L2) iff u is a perfect shuffle of (1) a sequence in
L1 and (2) a prefix of some sequence in L2 . Clearly, f is
equivalent to no extractors since all extractor are unary
operations. Let L1=[u1] and L2=[u2]. Assume that the
elements appearing in u1 are all different from those appearing
in u2 . For each given merger M2[ p], it is easily seen that if
an element of u1 (u2 , respectively) also appears in M2[ p]
(L1 , L2), then every element of u1 (u2 , respectively) should
also appear in M2[ p](L1 , L2). That is, the merger does not
‘‘erase’’ symbols from sequences (but may ignore some
sequences entirely). On the other hand, f ([a], [bc])=
[ab]; i.e., c is erased. Hence, f is equivalent to no mergers.
Finally, we note in passing that it is still open if there
exists some generic a-transducer that is equivalent to no
composition of rs-operations. We conjecture that the
answer is ‘‘yes.’’ A candidate generic a-transducer that may
not be equivalent to any composition of rs-operations is
given in the following example.
Example. Let u and v be two sequences such that
|u|=|v|+2k, where k0. Then there exist u1 and u2 such
that u1u2=u and |u1 |=|v|. Let v1 be the (only) sequence in
E:1[(:1 :2)*](u2), and op(u, v)=u1v1 . That is, (i) the
sequence u is divided into two parts, the first (denoted by
u1) being the same length as v and the second (denoted by
u2) being the rest of u, and (ii) op(u, v) is u1 concatenated
with the sequence (i.e., v1) composed of every other element
of u2 . For subsets L1 and L2 of 7* let
OP(L1 , L2)=[op(u, v) | u # L1 , v # L2 and |u|=|v|+2k
for some k0].
It is easily seen that OP is equivalent to a generic a-trans-
ducer. We conjecture (but are unable to prove) that it is
equivalent to no composition of rs-operations.
2.4. Nonexistence of Finite Generators for Mergers and
Extractors
It is easily seen that the mergers Mn[ p1] and Mn[ p2] are
equivalent if and only if p1= p2 . Since there are an infinite
number of regular sets, there are an infinite number of
mergers. Similarly, there are an infinite number of extrac-
tors. In Subsection 2.3, it is shown that the set of mergers
(extractors, respectively) are closed under composition.
Thus, a natural question is whether there exists a finite set
of rs-operations such that each rs-operation (although there
are an infinite number of them) is generated by composition
from this finite set. Such a finite set is termed a finite gener-
ator of the rs-operations. This subsection proves the non-
existence of finite generators for mergers and extractors
through a study of decomposability of mergers and extractors.
Definition. The unary merger M1[:1*] is said to be the
identity merger. A merger is said to be non-trivially decom-
posable if it is a composition of mergers M1 , ..., Mk , where no
merger Mi is the identity merger.
5
We now present mergers that are nontrivially decom-
posable.
Lemma 1. The merger Mn[ p(n)], where p(n)=(:1:2 _
:2 :3 _ } } } _ :n&1:n _ :n:1)*, is not nontrivially decom-
posable for each n3.
By using Lemma 1, we can easily prove the nonexistence
of finite generators for mergers.
Theorem 4. There is no finite set of mergers which yields
all mergers by composition.
Proof. Suppose there exists a finite set F of mergers
which yields all mergers by composition, i.e., each merger is
a composition of mergers in F. Since F is finite, there exists
n>1 such that each merger in F is of arity <n. Hence
Mn[ p(n)] is not in F, where Mn[ p(n)] is as defined in
Lemma 1. Suppose now Mn[ p(n)] is a composition of the
mergers Mn1[ p1], ..., Mnk[ pk] in F. We show this is a con-
tradiction by an induction on k. If k=1, then Mn[ p (n)] is
in F. This is a contradiction. Using induction, assume for
each k<m, where m2, a contradiction arises. Suppose
k=m. By definition, there exist an integer 1i<k and
mergers M$ and M" such that M$ is a composition of
Mn1[ p1], ..., Mni[ pi], M" is a composition of Mni+1[ pi+1],
..., Mnk[ pk], and Mn[ p
(n)] is a composition of M$ and M". By
Lemma 1, either M$ or M" is an identity. Hence, Mn[ p(n)] is
equivalent to M$ or M", resp. Thus, Mn[ p(n)] is a composi-
tion of less than m mergers in F, contradicting the induc-
tion hypothesis. K
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5 To simplify the notation, we shall use M (E, respectively), with or
without a subscript andor a superscript, to denote mergers (extractors,
respectively).
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We now turn to extractors. We call the extractor E:1[:1*]
the identity extractor. We show in the following that almost
all extractors are compositions of nonidentity extractors.
Notation. For each set p of sequences and integer k1,
let p<k=[w # p | |w|<k] and pk=[w # p | |w|k].
Proposition 2. Let E=E:1[ p] be an extractor. Suppose
there exists an integer m1 such that <{ p<m {(:1*)<m
and <{ pm {(:1*)m . Then there exist nonidentity
extractors E1 and E2 such that E is a composition of E1 , E2 .
Proof. Let p1= p<m _ [: j1 | jm] and p2= pm _
[: j1 |0 jm&1]. Then it is clear that E:1[ p](L)=
E:1[ p2](E:1[ p1](L)) for each subset L of 7* . Obviously,
neither E:1[ p1] nor E:1[ p2] is an identity. K
The above proposition basically says that an extractor
can always be decomposed into two extractors: The first one
deals with the short sequences and the second with long
sequences. Such decompositions are also considered trivial.
In order to avoid such trivial decompositions, the notion of
‘‘pseudo-identity’’ is defined below.
Notation. For each k0, let tk be the relation on
the set of all extractors defined by E1 tk E2 if E1(L) &
(7*)k=E2(L) & (7*)k for each subset L of 7* . For
extractors E1 and E2 , let E1 tE2 if E1 tk E2 for some k0.
Intuitively, E1 tk E2 says that the extractors E1 and E2
behave exactly the same on sequences longer than k. It is
easily seen that the relation t is an equivalence relation.
Definition. An extractor E is said to be a pseudo-iden-
tity if Et[E]:1[:1*]. An extractor is said to be nontrivially
decomposable if it is a composition of E1 , ..., Ek where no Ei
is a pseudo-identity.
A pseudo-identity is an extractor that behaves exactly as
an identity on sequences longer than a prespecified length.
In other words, it returns the input set of sequences if all
sequences are longer than the prespecified length.
Notation. For each set F of extractors, let Ft denote
the set [E | EtE$ for some E$ # F].
We now note the following preliminary result.
Lemma 2. Let E be in the set [E(k) | k0]t , where
E(k)=E:1[:
k
1 :2:
+
1 ] for each k0 and E is a composition of
E1 , E2 . Then either E2 tE or E2 is a pseudo-identity.
By using the extractors given in the above lemma, we now
prove the nonexistence of finite generators for extractors.
Theorem 5. There is no finite set of extractors which
yields all extractors by composition.
Proof. Suppose there exists a finite set F=[E1 , ..., Em]
of extractors such that each extractor is a composition of
some extractors in F. Let E(k) be defined as in Lemma 2 for
each k0. Thus, E(k) is a composition of extractors in F for
each k0. It is easy to see that [E(i )]t & [E( j )]t=< if
i{ j. (Indeed, let i and j be two distinct integers. Suppose
[E(i )]t & [E( j )]t {<. Then there exists an extractor E
such that EtE(i ) and EtE ( j ). Since t is an equivalence
relation, E(i )tE ( j ). Thus, there exists lmax[i, j]+1 such
that E(i )tl E ( j ), i.e., E (i )(L) & (7*)l=E ( j )(L) & (7*)l
for each subset L of 7* . Now let a1 , ..., al+1 be distinct
elements of 7 , u=a1 } } } al+1 , u&i=a1 } } } aiai+2 } } } al+1
and u& j=a1 } } } ajaj+2 } } } al+1. Then [u&i]=E (i )([u])
and [u& j]=E( j )([u]). Since |u&i |=|u& j |=l, [u&i]=
E(i )([u]) & (7*)l and u& j=E( j )([u]) & (7*)l . Since
E(i )tl E( j ), it follows that [u&i]=[u& j], a contradiction.
Therefore, [E(i )]t & [E( j )]t=<.] Since each E1k is in F
and F is a finite set, there exist i{ j such that both E1i=E l
and E1j=E l , where E l is in F. Therefore, E1i=E1j . Since
E1i tE (i ) and E1j tE( j ), it follows that E(i )tE ( j ), a con-
tradiction. Thus, there exists a positive integer, say k, such
that [E(k)]t & F=<.
For each n1, let Pn be the following statement:
There exist E21 , ..., E2n in F and E in [E(k)]t such
that E (L)=E2n( } } } E21(L)) for each subset L of
7* .
By induction on n, it can be shown that Pn is true for no
n1. Indeed, suppose P1 is true. Then E is equivalent to
E21 , whence E is in F. This contradicts the fact that
[E(k)]t & F=<. Hence, P1 is not true. Suppose Pn is
true for no n, 1n<N. Continuing by induction, assume
that PN is true. By Theorem 3, there exists an extractor E$
such that E$(L)=E2(N&1)( } } } E21(L)) for each subset L of
7* . Therefore, E (L)=E2N(E$(L)) for each subset L of 7* .
By Lemma 2, two cases arise.
(i) E2N is a pseudo-identity. Let L be a subset of 7* .
Since E2N is a pseudo-identity, there exists n0 such that
E2N(E$(L)) & (7*)n=E$(L) & (7*)n . Since E (L)=
E2N(E$(L)), it then follows that E (L) & (7*)n=
E2N(E$(L)) & (7*)n=E$(L) & (7*)n . By definition,
EtE$. Thus E$ is in [E(k)]t . Since E$(L)=E2(N&1)
( } } } E21(L)), it follows that PN&1 is true. This contradicts
the induction assumption.
(ii) E2N tE. Thus, E2N tEtE (k); i.e., E2N is in [E(k)]t .
Since E2N is in F, E2N is then in [E (k)]t & F. This con-
tradicts the fact that [E (k)]t & F=<.
Since both cases yield a contradiction, PN is not true.
Therefore, Pn is not true for each n1; i.e., there is not E in
[E(k)]t such that E is a composition of the extractors in F.
Hence, there is no finite set F of extractors which yields all
extractors by composition. K
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The previous two theorems showed that there is no finite
set of generators for the set of mergers and generators,
respectively. We conjecture, but are unable to prove, that
there is no finite set of generators for the set of rs-operations.
3. RS-OPERATIONS IN AN EXTENDED
RELATIONAL MODEL
In this section, we extend the standard relational data
model to include sequences. Two equivalent query languages,
one algebraic and one calculus-like, are proposed that
incorporate rs-operations as the sole constructs for dealing
with sequences.
There are many natural ways of introducing sequences
into the relational data model. These include extending the
relational model on the domain level, the tuple level, or the
relation level. That is, one may consider using the domains
of the values that are, instead of atomic values, sequences of
atomic values. Or a relation can be defined as a sequence of
‘‘usual’’ tuples. Or a database can be thought of as sequences
of ‘‘usual’’ relations. We are not aware of any data model in
the literature that explicitly uses sequences of relations.6
However, sequences-of-tuples models are reported in
[11, 13].
In this section, sequences are used at the domain level.
There are several reasons for this choice. First, at the
domain level, the interaction between sequence operations
and relational operations is kept at a minimum. This mini-
malism serves two purposes: (a) All standard relational
operations can still be used in the model. In fact, the
algebraic language presented below is exactly the relational
algebra plus two specific operators that deal with sequences.
(b) It is hoped that such an extended relational model will
serve as a preliminary example for the general use of the rs-
operations in other database models, such as object-orien-
ted. Such separation of sequence-specific operations with
other operations is important if this study is to shed any
light on general applications of rs-operations. In contrast,
operations in [13], where sequences of tuples are con-
sidered, are somewhat complicated by this interaction.
Although many sequence operations proposed in [13] are
rather general, it is not clear how they can be used, without
change, to other situations. For example, it is not clear how
to use the sequence of operations of [13] to construct a
calculus-like query language.
Second, there are existing database applications that use
domain-level sequences, e.g., genetic sequence databases
[16]. However, the handling of sequences in these
databases relies on external programs. That is, there are
no built-in sequence operations in the data model, and the
database queries regard sequences as atomic values. The
manipulation of sequences is done by programs (in some
programming language) on top of the queries. The extended
relational model of this paper can be viewed as an effort to
extend the query languages for handling sequence directly.
As a final note before the detailed presentation of the
extended relation model, sequences of tuples and many of
their operations (such as those in [13, 9, 10]) can be
simulated by tuples on sequence domains and their opera-
tions proposed below. An exact study of the completeness of
such a simulation, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
3.1. An extended Relational Data Model
In this subsection, we extend the ‘‘traditional’’ relational
data model [6] to include sequences. In later subsections of
this section, we define two query languages over this
extended data model.
To motivate the discussion, consider the following.
Example. Figure 2 describes the tour schedules of a
travel agency. The numbers in column Tour-No are the
identifications of the tours and the numbers in column Cost
are the corresponding prices. For each tour, the list in
column City specifies the cities to be visited, and the lists in
columns Arrival and Departure show the arrival and depar-
ture dates of these cities. Note that the order in which the
cities are to be visited is significant.
It is easily seen that the only difference between the table
in Fig. 2 and a ‘‘typical’’ relation (of the relational data
model [6]) is that sequences of values appear in the cells of
that table while only ‘‘atomic’’ values are allowed in the cells
of a relation. In the following, an extension to the relational
data model is presented which allows us to describe such
tables as that in Fig. 2.
TourNo City Arrival Departure Cost
356 New York 31490 31690 1004
Atlanta 31690 31890
Miami 31890 32090
456 Los Angles 31890 32090 1409
Santa Barbara 32090 32290
San Jose 32290 32490
San Francisco 32490 32790
Portland 32790 32890
Vancouver 32890 33090
556 San Francisco 32190 32390 699
San Jose 32390 32490
Los Angles 32490 32990
San Diego 32990 33190
FIG. 2. Tour schedules.
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6 Although not physically or conceptually represented as sequences of
relations, most temporal databases can be seen as modeling sequences-of-
relations: At each time point, there is a ‘‘usual’’ relation representing the
real world at that point of time [23, 28]. However, the sequences in
temporal database are implicit.
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Traditionally, a tuple in the relational data model is
defined as a mapping from a finite set of ‘‘attribute names’’
to a set of ‘‘values’’ such that each attribute name is mapped
into a preassigned ‘‘domain’’ for it [6, 25]. However, in
order to simplify our discussion of the extended data model
and its two query languages, it is assumed here without loss
of generality that (1) a tuple is a fixed list; i.e., it is a mapping
from [1, ..., n] for some n to a set of (sequence) values; and
(2) there is a ‘‘universal’’ domain from which all data values
are drawn.
Formally, let U be a nonempty set of elements called
atoms (sometimes called atomic values). Atoms are usually
denoted by a, b, etc., possibly subscripted. For each n0, a
mapping t from [1, ..., n] to U* is called an (n-ary) sequence
tuple, abbreviated tuple, and is customarily written in the
form of (u1 , ..., un), where ui=t(i) for each 1in. (It is
understood that if n=0, then [1, ..., n] denotes the empty
set and (u1 , ..., un) denotes the 0-ary sequence tuple ( ).)
Thus, (ab, cbbc, bcab) is a 3-ary tuple. For each n0 and
finite set I of n-ary sequence tuples, (n, I ) is called an (n-ary)
s-instance and abbreviated I when n is understood. For
example, [(ab, cbbc), (bba, abca)] is a binary s-instance.
Example. Consider the table in Fig. 2. One of the tours
described is as follows:
356 New York 31490 31690 1004
Atlanta 31690 31890
Miami 31890 32090
It is understood that ‘‘356,’’ ‘‘New York, Atlanta, Miami,’’
‘‘31490, 31690, 31890,’’ ‘‘31690, 31890, 32090,’’ and
‘‘1004’’ are all sequences. For example, ‘‘356’’ is a sequence
of length 1 and ‘‘New York, Atlanta, Miami’’ is a sequence
of length 3. For aesthetic reasons, the sequences in the
above table (and in Fig. 2) are written vertically instead of
horizontally. Thus, the above table represents the following
5-ary tuple (if the above sequences are assumed to be in
U*):
(‘‘356,’’ ‘‘New York, Atlanta, Miami,’’ ‘‘31490,
31690, 31890,’’ ‘‘31690, 31890, 32090,’’
‘‘1004’’).
Also, the table in Fig. 2 (ignoring the column names) is
clearly a 5-ary s-instance.
Finally, let R be a nonempty set of elements called s-rela-
tion names. S-relation names are usually denoted by R,
possibly subscripted. Let arity be a mapping from R to the
positive integers. For each R in R, the integer arity(R) is
called the arity of R. Each finite subset of R is called a
s-database scheme and usually denoted by D, possibly sub-
scripted. Each mapping ID from an s-database scheme D to
the set of all s-instances, where ID(R) is an arity(R)-ary
s-instance for each R in D, is called an s-database instance
(of D).
The date model defined above is a simple and natural
extension of the relational data model [6]. (Indeed, if the
lengths of all sequences in an s-instance are restricted to 1,
then the s-instance can be viewed as an instance (or rela-
tion) of the traditional relational data model). Obviously,
the introduction of sequences into databases demands new
‘‘constructs’’ in their query languages. In the following sub-
sections, the rs-operations will be incorporated into query
languages to handle these sequences.
3.2. S-Algebra: An Algebraic Query Language
In this subsection, we define an algebraic query language,
called the ‘‘s-algebra,’’ over s-database instances. The
s-algebra is essentially the relational algebra [6, 25] with
rs-operations added to deal with sequences.
We start by constructing two types of operations, called
‘‘merger reconstructions’’ and ‘‘extractor reconstructions,’’
which use rs-operations to manipulate sequences in
s-instances.
Turning to the merger reconstructors, let I be an n-ary
s-instance. For each list !=i1 , ..., ik of k1 numbers in
[1, ..., n] and each k-ary merger Mk[ p], let M ![ p](I ),
called a merger reconstructor (of I ), be the (n+1)-ary
s-instance
.
t # I
[(u1 , ..., un , un+1) | ui=t(i) for 1in
and un+1 is in Mk[ p]([ui1], ..., [uik])].
For example, M2, 3[:1*:2* _ :2*:1*]([(ab, bcd, a)])=
[(ab, bcd, a, bcda), (ab, bcd, a, abcd )] (since bcda and abcd
are in M2[:1*:2* _ :2*:1*]([bcd], [a])) and M3, 3[:1*:2*]
([(a, b, c)])=[(a, b, c, cc)]. Notice that the list ! of num-
bers can have repetitions.
The ‘‘extractor reconstructors’’ of s-instances are defined
similarly. Specifically, let I be an n-ary s-instance. For each
integer k, 1kn, and extractor E:1[ p], let E
&k[ p](I ),
called an extractor reconstructor (of I ), be the (n+1)-ary
s-instance
.
t # I
[(u1 , ..., un , un+1) | ui=t(i) for 1in
and un+1 is in E:1[ p]([uk])].
For example, E&2[:1*:2*]([ab, bc, a)])=[(ab, bc, a, =),
(abc, bc, a, b), (abc, bc, a, bc)].
By Theorems 4 and 5, no finite sets of mergers or extrac-
tors can yield all mergers or extractors, respectively, by
composition. Hence, all possible mergers and extractors are
allowed in the s-algebra.
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We now consider the operations ‘‘union,’’ ‘‘intersection,’’
‘‘difference,’’ ‘‘cross product,’’ ‘‘projection,’’ and ‘‘selection’’
over s-instances. We shall see that the first five operations
are used in the same way as in the relational algebra. The
only difference between the ‘‘selection’’ (our last operation)
of this subsection and the selection in the relational
database algebra is that the ‘‘selection conditions’’ here are
defined in terms of sequences of atoms rather than atoms.
The first operations are union, intersection, and dif-
ference. For s-instances (n, I1) and (n, I2) of the same arity,
let
(1) (n, I1) _ (n, I2), called the union (of I1 and I2), be the
s-instance (n, I1 _ I2);
(2) (n, I1) & (n, I2), called the intersection (of I1 and I2),
be the s-instance (n, I1 & I2); and
(3) (n, I1)&(n, I2), called the difference (of I1 and I2),
be the s-instance (n, I1&I2).
Notice that intersection can be defined by difference since
I & J=I&(I&J) for all s-instances I and J with the same
arity.
The next operation is the cross product. Formally, for
m-ary tuple t1=(u1 , ..., um) and n-ary tuple t2=(v1 , ..., vn),
let t1_t2 be the (m+n)-ary tuple (u1 , ..., um , v1 , ..., vn). For
example, (ab, cd )_(d, fe, h)=(ab, cd, d, fe, h). For m-ary
s-instance I1 and n-ary s-instance I2 , let I1_I2 , called the
cross product (of I1 and I2), be the (m+n)-ary s-instance
[t1_t2 | t1 in I1 and t2 in I2]. To illustrate, [(a, bb)]_
[(a), (b)] is the 3-ary s-instance [(a, bb, a), (a, bb, b)].
Now consider the projection operation. For each n-ary
s-instance I and list !=i1 , ..., ik of k0 distinct numbers in
[1, ..., n], let ?!(I ), called the projection (of I to !), be the
k-ary s-instance [(t(i1), ..., t(ik)) | t in I]. (If k=0, then !
is the empty list, denoted by =.) For example, ?3, 1([(ab, abc,
de)])=[(de, ab)], ?=([(a, b)])=[( )] and ?=(<)=<.
Notice that ! here cannot have repetitions.
In order to define the last operation, namely selection, the
notion of (n-ary) selection conditions for each n0 is needed
and is defined inductively as follows: (1) #1=#2 is an n-ary
selection condition if #i (i=1, 2) is in U* or is of the form 8j
for some 1 jn; (2) (cC ) is an n-ary selection condition
if C is; and (3) (C1 7 C2) and (C1 6 C2) are both n-ary
selection conditions if both C1 and C2 are. Since the
parentheses in selection conditions are for grouping pur-
poses only, they may be omitted if no confusion arises. For
each n-ary selection condition C and each n-ary sequence
tuple t, let C(t)=T if either
(1) C is of the form #1=#2 and u#1=u#2 , where (for
i=1, 2) (a) u#i=t( j) if #i=8j and (b) u#i=u if u is in U* and
#i=u;
(2) C is of the form (cC1) and C1(t)=F;
(3) C is of the form (C1 7 C2), C1(t)=T and C2(t)=T;
or
(4) C is of the form (C1 6 C2) and C1(t) or C2(t) is T;
and C(t)=F otherwise. For instance, let C be the selection
conditions 81=aa. Then C(aa, b))=T and C((a, b))=F.
We are now ready for the selection operation. For each
n-ary s-instance I and n-ary selection condition C, let
_C(I ), called a selection (of I by C ), be the n-ary s-instance
[t # I | C(t)=T]. For example, _81=aa([(aa, b), (a, c),
(aa, c)])=[(aa, b), (aa, c)].
Using the above eight operations (i.e., merger reconstruc-
tor, extractor reconstructor, union, intersection, difference,
cross product, projection, and selection), we now define
‘‘s-algebra expressions.’’ For each s-database scheme D and
integer n0, the (n-ary) s-algebra expressions (over D) are
defined inductively as follows:
(1) [(u1 , ..., un)] is an n-ary s-algebra expression if ui is
in U* for each 1in, and [( )] is a 0-ary s-algebra
expression;
(2) R is an n-ary s-algebra expression if R is in D and
arity(R)=n;
(3) (E1 _ E2), (E1 & E2) and (E1&E2) are all n-ary
s-algebra expressions if both E1 and E2 are n-ary s-algebra
expressions;
(4) (E1 _E2) is an n-ary s-algebra expression if E1 is
an n1-ary s-algebra expression, E2 is an n2-ary s-algebra
expression and n1+n2=n;
(5) (?!E) is an n-ary s-algebra expression if E is a k-ary
s-algebra expression and ! is a list of n numbers in [1, ..., k];
(6) (_C E) is an n-ary s-algebra expression if E is an
n-ary s-algebra expression and C is an n-ary condition;
(7) M![ p](E) is an n-ary s-algebra expression if n2,
E is an (n&1)-ary s-algebra expression, ! is a list of k1
numbers in [1, ..., n&1] and Mk[ p] is a k-ary merger; and
(8) E&k[ p](E) is an n-ary s-algebra expression if n2,
1k<n, E is an (n&1)-ary s-algebra expression and
E:1[ p] an extractor.
Each n-ary s-algebra expression over D defines a mapping
from each s-algebra instance over D to an n-ary s-instance.
Specifically, let ID be an s-database instance of the
s-database scheme D and E an expression over D. Then the
value of E over ID , denoted E[ID], is
(1) [(u1 , ..., un)] if E=[(u1 , ..., un)];
(2) ID(R) if E=R;
(3) E1[ID] _ E2[ID] if E=(E1 _ E2);
(4) E1[ID]&E2[ID] if E=(E1&E2);
(5) E1[ID] & E2[ID] if E=(E1 & E2);
(6) E1[ID]_E2[ID] if E=(E1_E2);
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(7) ?!(E1[ID]) if E=(?!E1);
(8) _C(E1[ID]) if E=(_C E1);
(9) M![ p](E1[ID]) if E=M![ p](E1); and
(10) E&k[ p](E1[ID]) if E=E&k[ p](E1).
Thus, each s-algebra expression, when used as a mapping
over s-database instances, defines a ‘‘query.’’ The collection
of such queries is called the s-algebra.
We now formulate some specific queries over s-instance
in Fig. 2.
Examples. Suppose R is a 5-ary relation name whose
first column corresponds to Tour-No, second column City,
third column Arrival, fourth column Departure and fifth
column Cost (cf. Fig. 2). The following are some queries
addressed to R. (The answer given in each example is the
value of the query over the s-instance in Fig. 2.)
(1) ‘‘Print the numbers of those tours whose second city
is Atlanta.’’ This is expressed in s-algebra by
?1 _86=‘‘Atlanta’’E
&2[:2:1 :2*](R)
The answer is the set [(‘‘356’’)].
(2) ‘‘Give the numbers and costs of those tours which
visit Los Angeles and later San Francisco.’’ This is expressed
in s-algebra by
?1, 5 _86=‘‘Los Angeles, San Francisco’’E
&2[(:1 _ :2)*](R).
The answer to this query is the set [(‘‘456’’, ‘‘1409’’)].
(3) ‘‘Return the pairs of tour numbers such that the first
tour ends on the day when the second tour starts.’’ This is
expressed in s-algebra by
?1, 7 _86=812 (E
&5[:2*:1](R)_E &4[:1 , :2*](R)).
The answer is the set [(‘‘356’’, ‘‘456’’)].
3.3. A sequence Logic
In this subsection, we introduce a logic about sequences
called ‘‘sequence logic’’ (SL). In the next subsection we
use SL to construct a calculus-like query language over
s-databases.
Following the customary method of building a logic
system, we first define the languages of SL. An SL language
L is a 4-tuple (C, V, P, Lc), where
(1) C is a set of elements called constants.
(2) V is a set of elements called variables.
(3) P is a set of element called predicates. For each P in
P, there exists a positive integer arity(P) called its arity. The
set P contains Mn[ p] for each n1 and regular subset p of
Vn*. The arity of the predicate Mn[ p] is n+1. (It will
become clear later why the arity of Mn[ p] is defined as
n+1.)
(4) Lc is the set of the logic connectives ‘‘7’’, ‘‘c’’ and
‘‘_’’, and the grouping symbols ‘‘(’’ and ‘‘)’’.
In an SL language, constants are usually denoted by a, b,
etc., possibly subscripted, variables by x, y, etc., possibly
subscripted, and predicates by P, possibly subscripted.
Predicates of the form Mn[ p] are called sequence predicates,
and nonsequence predicates are called logic predicates.
In the remainder of this paper, V is assumed to be an
infinite set of variables such that V & U=<. In this subsec-
tion only, L is always assumed to be a fixed SL language
(C, V, P, Lc), where C & V=<.
Each sequence in C* and each variable in V is called
a term of L and denoted by t, possibly subscripted. For
example, suppose a is in C and x is in V. Then aa, a, and
x are all terms of L. Using the terms, the ‘‘formulas’’ of L are
defined below.
For each n-ary predicate P and terms t1 , ..., tn ,
P(t1 , ..., tn) is called an atomic formula of L. Accordingly,
Mn[ p](t1 , ..., tn , tn+1) is an atomic formula for each merger
Mn[ p] and all terms t1 , ..., tn+1. In what follows,
Mn[ p](t1 , ..., tn , tn+1) will be written as
(tn+1 # Mn[ p](t1 , ..., tn))
and M1[:1*](t1 , t2) as (t1=t2). The formulas (of L) are
defined inductively as follows: (1) Each atomic formula of L
is a formula of L; and (2) (F1 6 F2), (cF1), and (_xF1) are
all formulas of L if F1 and F2 are formulas of L and x is a
variable in V. The parentheses in a formula are for grouping
purposes. Following custom, parentheses are usually dropped
if no confusion arises. For example, (_x(_y((x= y) 6
P(x, y)))) will be written as _x _y(x= y 6 P(x, y)). Also,
formulas F1 7 F2 , F1  F2 , and \xf will be used as
abbreviations of c(cF1 6 cF2), (cF1) 6 F2 , and c_x
(cF ), respectively.
A variable x is free in a formula F if either (1) F is of the
form P(t1 , ..., tn) and ti=x for some 1in; (2) F is of the
form _yF1 , where y{x and x is free in F1 ; (3) F is of
the form cF1 and x is free in F1 ; or (4) F is of the form
F1 6 F2 and x is free in F1 or in F2 . For example, the
formula ab # M2[:1 :2*](a, b) has no free variables, and x
is free in x # M1[:1](x) and not free in _xP(x, y). In the
remainder of this section, x is assumed to be free in F when
a formula of the form _xF is used.
Turning to the semantic aspect of SL, the ‘‘structures’’ for
SL languages are now defined. A structure ( for L) is triple
S=(A, ., ), where
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(1) A is a nonempty set (the universe),
(2) . is a mapping from C to A such that, for each
constant c in C, .(c) is an element in A, and
(3)  is a (partial) mapping from P to the finite sets of
tuples over A* such that (P) is a subset of A*_ } } } _A*
(n times) for each n-ary logic predicate symbol P in P.
In other words, a structure assigns an element in the
universe to each constant and a set of n-tuples of sequences
to each n-ary logic predicate, and thus gives a ‘‘meaning’’ to
each constant and each logic predicate. (In contrast, the
‘‘meaning’’ of each sequence predicate is predefined. This
will become clear when ‘‘truth values’’ of formulas are
defined below.)
For each structure S=(A, ., ) for L, each (partial)
mapping from V to A* is called a variable assignment (in S).
The variable assignment which (only) maps x to u is written
as [xu]; i.e., [xu](x)=u and [xu]( y) is undefined for
each y{x. Let %1 and %2 be variable assignments. Then %1 %2
is the variable assignment %2 followed by %1 ; i.e., %1%2(x)=u
if %2(x)=u, or %2(x) is undefined and %1(x)=u. If %1(x) and
%2(x) are both undefined, then %1%2(x) is undefined. As
an example, let %=[x1 u1][x2 , u2]. Then %(x1)=u1 ,
%2(x2)=u2 , and %( y) is undefined for each y such that
y{x1 and y{x2 . As usual, the mapping [x1 u1] } } }
[xkuk] is written as [x1 u1 , ..., xkuk]. For each variable
assignment % in S=(A, ., ) for L, let %. be the mapping
from the terms of L to A* such that (1) %.(a1 } } } am)=
.(a1) } } } .(am) for each a1 } } } am in C*, and (2) %.(x)=
%(x) for each x in V.
We are now ready to define the ‘‘truth values’’ for for-
mulas. Let S=(A, ., ) be a structure for L, F a formula of
L and % a variable assignment such that % is defined for each
free variable of F. Then F is said to be true (in S) under %,
denoted S < F%, if either
(1) F is of the form P(t1 , ..., tn), where P is a logic
predicate, and (%.(t1), ..., %.(tn)) is in (P);
(2) F is of the form t # Mn[ p](t1 , ..., tn) and %.(t) is in
M([%.(t1)], ..., [%.(tn)]), where M is the merger mapping
defined by the merger Mn[ p];
(3) F is of the form F1 6 F2 and neither S < F1% or
S < F2%;
(4) F is of the form cF1 and S < F1% is not true; or
(5) F is of the form _xF1 and S < f1 %[xu] for some
variable assignment [xu].
Otherwise, F is said to be false (in S) under %, denoted
S <% F%. Suppose F is a formula of L with no free variables.
Then F is said to be true in S, denoted S < F, if there exists
% such that S < F%. If F is true in all structures, then F is
said to be true, denoted <F. For example, (x=x) is true in
all structures. Thus, <(x=x).
Sequence logic formulas are used to specify or declare
properties of sequences or sets of sequences. The following
are some examples. (Throughout this section, P(s1 , ..., sn) is
used as an abbreviation of the formula _xi1 } } } _xik
P(t1 , ..., tn), where si is a term of L or the symbol ‘‘&’’ for
each 1in, P an n-ary predicate, [i1 , ..., ik]=[1 j
n | sj=&] and, for each 1in, ti=xi if si=& and ti=si
otherwise. For example, P(&, y) is an abbreviation of
_xP(x, y).)
Examples. (1) A sequence can be viewed as a multiset.7
Let x C= y denote the formula
\z(x # M2[(:1 _ :2)*](&, z)
7 EQ(z)  y # M2[(:1 _ :2)*](&, z)),
where EQ(z)=\y1 , y2(z # M3[:3*:1:2:3*]( y1 , y2 , &) 
( y1= y2)). It is easily seen that (1) EQ(u) is true if and only
if u is in a* for some a, and (2) u1 C= u2 is true if and only
if u1 is a subset of u2 when viewed as multisets. Expressed
formally,8 let L be an SL language and S=(A, ., ) a struc-
ture for L. Then S < EQ(x) % if and only if %(x) is in a* for
some a in A, and S < (x C= y) % if and only if %(x) is a
subset of %( y) (in the multiset sense).
Now suppose P is a total order relation on constants
(e.g., ‘‘’’ on the integers). Let Sorted(z, P)=(\x, y)
(z # M3[:1*:2:3:1*)(&x, y)  P(x, y)). Clearly, Sorted(u, P)
is true if and only if u is sorted according to P. Now let
Sort(x, y, P) be the formula
(x C= y) 7 ( y C= x) 7 Sorted( y, P).
Intuitively, Sort(u1 , u2 , P) is true if and only if u2 is a result
of sorting u1 according to P. Expressed formally, let L be an
SL language containing P as a binary logic predicate and
S=(A, ., ) a structure of L such that (P) is a total order
relation. Then S < Sort(x, y, P) % if and only if %( y) is the
result of sorting %(x) according to (P).
(2) In the study of object histories [11], ‘‘local con-
straints’’ play an important role. Each constraint can be
viewed as a unary predicate. Let R be a constraint, i.e., a
unary predicate. Given a sequence u, if all subintervals of u
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of length k are in R implies that u is in R, then R is said to
be k-local. Let Localk(R) be the formula
\x(\y((Lengthk( y) 7 x # M2[:1*:2*:1*](&, y))
 R( y))  R(x)),
where Lengthk(x)=x # M1[:k1](&). It is easily seen that
Localk(R) is true if and only if R is k-local.
(3) In Subsection 2.2, the operation Half was expressed
using rs-operations. Here, an SL formula is used to describe
the property that one sequence is the first half of another.
Indeed, let Samelength(x, y) be the formula # M2
[(:1:2)*](x, y) and Prefix(x, y) the formula y # M2[:1*:2*]
(x, ). Clearly, Samelength(u1 , u2) is true if and only if u1
and u2 are of the same length, and Prefix(u1 , u2) is true if
and only if u1 is a prefix of u2 . Now let Half(x, y) be the
formula
Prefix(x, y) 7 _z( y # M2[:1 :2)*](&, z)
7 Samelength(x, z)).
It is easily seen that Half(u1 , u2) is true if and only if u2 is of
even length and u1 is the first half of u2 .
3.4. The s-Calculus: A Calculus-like Query Language
Using SL formulas, a calculus-like query language on
s-databases, called the ‘‘s-calculus,’’ will now be constructed.
As will be seen, s-calculus queries can be used to express the
Post Correspondence Problem, and thus are not com-
putable and therefore unsuitable for practical use. In the
next subsection a subset of the s-calculus, namely the ‘‘safe
s-calculus,’’ will be defined and proven to be equivalent to
the s-algebra. The proof is a constructive one. Thus, each
safe s-calculus query is computable.
Recall that each s-database scheme is a finite set of s-rela-
tion names and an s-database instance associates each n-ary
s-relation name with a finite set of n-tuples over U*.
(As mentioned earlier, U is the set of constants, i.e., the
universe.) The correspondences of s-database schemes to SL
languages and s-database instances to SL structures are
apparent. This observation leads to the use of SL formulas
as queries over s-databases.
For each s-database scheme D, the associated SL
language of D, denoted LD , is the SL language
(U, V, D _ Sp , Lc), where Sp is the set of all sequence
predicates. (Note that U is an infinite set of constants and V
an infinite set of variables.) An s-calculus query is a con-
struct of the form [(x1 , ..., xn) | F ], where F is a formula of
LD , n0, and x1 , ..., xn are the free variables9 in F. The
collection of all s-calculus queries over all s-database
schemes is called the s-calculus.
Let ID be an s-database instance over D. Then the
associated SL structure of ID , denoted SID , is the structure
(U, ., ) for LD , where .(a)=a for each a in U and
(R)=ID(R) for each R in D. (By abuse of language, ID will
be used instead of SID if no confusion arises.) Let T be an
s-calculus query over D. Then the answer set of T over ID ,
denoted T[ID], is the set10
[(u1 , ..., un) # U*_ } } } U*
n times
| ID < F[x1 u1 , ..., xnun]].
To illustrate, let D be the s-database scheme [R1 , R2],
where the arities of R1 and R2 are 1 and 2, respectively. Then
LD=(U, V, [R1 , R2] _ Sp, Lc), where Sp is the set of
all sequence predicates. Clearly, T=[(x) | _y(R1( y) 7
R2( y, x))] is a query over D. Now let ID be the s-database
instance over D such that ID(R1)=[(abc), (aaa)] and
ID(R2)=[(aaa, bbb), (a, c)]. It is easy to see that [(bbb)] is
the answer set of T over ID .
Examples. Recall the examples at the end of Subsec-
tion 3.2 where three queries pertinent to a 5-ary relation R
of tour schedules were expressed in s-algebra. In the following,
these queries are formulated in the s-calculus. The answer
given in each example is the answer set of the s-calculus
query over s-instance in Fig. 2.
(1) ‘‘Print the numbers of those tours whose second city
is Atlanta’’
[(x) | _y(R(x, y, &, &, &)
7 y # M2[:1:2:1*](&, ‘‘Atlanta’’))].
The answer is the set [(‘‘356’’)].
(2) ‘‘Give the numbers and costs of those tours which
visit Los Angeles and later San Francisco’’
[(x) | _y(R(x, y, &, &, &) 7 y # M2[(:1 _ :2)*]
(&, ‘‘Los Angeles, San Francisco’’))].
The answer to this query is the set [(‘‘456’’, ‘‘1409’’)].
(3) ‘‘Return the pairs of tour numbers such that the first
tour ends on the day when the second tour starts’’
[(x1 , x2) | _y1 _y2(R(x1 , &, y1 , &, &)
7 R(x2 , &, &, y2 , &)
7 _z( y1 # M2[:1*:2](&, z) 7 y2 # M2[:1:2*](z, &)))].
The answer is the set [(‘‘356’’, ‘‘456’’)].
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The s-calculus is a very powerful language and can even
be used to express functions that are not computable.
Indeed, we now show that there exists an s-calculus query T
over an s-database scheme D such that T[ID] is not com-
putable. We do this by simulating the Post Correspondence
Problem (see [14]) using an s-calculus query.
Theorem 6. There exists an s-calculus query T over an
s-database scheme D such that it is undecidable to determine
for an arbitrary s-instance ID whether T[ID] is empty.
Proof. Let A be a finite set of elements and let s1=
u1 , ..., un and s1=v1 , ..., vn be lists of nonempty sequences
over A for some n1. Recall that the Post Correspondence
Problem (PCP) for s1 and s2 is to find a list i1 , ..., ik of k1
numbers in [1, ..., n] such that ui1 } } } uik=vi1 } } } vik . If such
a list exists, then s1 and s2 are said to have a solution. It is
well known [14] that it is undecidable to determine for an
arbitrary integer n1 and lists s1 and s2 (both of length n)
whether there exists a solution.
We shall ‘‘reduce’’ each PCP to the problem of deciding
whether the answer of an s-calculus query over an
s-database instance is empty.
Let s1 and s2 be lists of n1 nonempty sequences over A.
Without loss of generality, suppose U is a superset of A.
Suppose further that R is a binary relation name. Let D
be the s-database scheme [R] and ID the s-instance such
that ID(R)=[(u1 , v1), ..., (un , vn)]. In order to build an
s-calculus query ‘‘simulating’’ the PCP, some auxiliary SL
formulas are first constructed.
Let Not-in(a, x) be the formula
\y(x # M2[:1*:2:1*](&, y)  cy=a).
Clearly, Not-in(a, u) is true if and only if the sequence
u does not contain a as an element. Furthermore, let
No-delimiter(x) be the formula
Not-in(8, x) 7 Not-in(c% , x).
Thus, No-delimiter(u) is true if and only if u contains no
occurrence of 8 and not occurrence of c% .
Let All(a, x) be the formula
\y(x # M2[:1*:2:1*](&, y)  y=a).
Obviously, All(a, u) is true if and only is u is in a*.
Now let F(z) be the formula G1(z) 7 G2(z), where G1(z)
is the formula
(1) \x \y(z # M6[:1*:2:3*:4:5*:6:1*](&, 8, x, c% , y, 8) 7
(2) No-delimiter(x) 7 No-delimiter( y)
(3)  R(x, y))
and G2(z) is the formula
(4) _x _y _z1 _z2(z # M4[(:1 :2*:3:4*)*:1](z1 , x, z2 , y) 7
(5) No-delimiter(x) 7 No-delimiter( y) 7
(6) All(8, z1) 7 All(c% , z2) 7
(7) x= y).
Let u be a sequence in (A _ [8, c% ])* such that ID < F(u)
is true. It is easy to see that lines (4), (5), and (6) above
guarantee that u can be written as 8ui1c% vi18 } } } 8uik c% vik8,
where uij and vij (1 jk) are in A*. Lines (1) and (2)
select sequences uij and vij for all 1 jk, and line (3)
ensures that (uij , vij) is in ID(R) for each 1 jk. Lines (4),
(5), and (6) assign ui1 } } } uik and vi1 } } } vik into x and y,
respectively. Line (7) says that ui1 } } } uik=vi1 } } } vik . There-
fore, ID < _zF(z) if and only if s1 and s2 have a solution.
Let T be the s-calculus query [(z) | F(z)]. Then T[ID] is
not empty if and only if ID < _zF(z). The latter holds if and
only if the PCP has a solution. Therefore, it is undecidable
to determine whether T[ID] is empty. K
By the above theorem, there exists an s-calculus query
which is not computable. Indeed, suppose all s-calculus
queries are computable. It is then decidable to determine
whether the answer set of each query over an s-database is
empty (by computing the answer set). However, this
contradicts the above theorem.
3.5. The Safe s-Calculus and Its Equivalence to The
s-Algebra
As shown in the last subsection, some s-calculus queries
are not computable. Also, analogous to the relational
calculus, the answer set of an s-calculus query over an
s-database instance may be infinite. (Indeed, the answer set
of the query [(x) | cR(x)] is infinite over each ID .) In this
subsection, a computable subset of the s-calculus, called the
‘‘safe s-calculus,’’ is defined and shown to be equivalent to
the s-algebra in ‘‘expressive power.’’
In order to define the notion of safe s-calculus, the ‘‘active
domain’’ of each s-calculus query is first given.
Let T=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F ] be a query over the s-database
scheme D and ID an s-database instance over D. Then the
active domain of T over ID , denoted adom(T, ID), is the set
[a # U | a appears in F or in ID(R) for some R in F ].
Let adomk(T, ID)=[(u) | u in adom(T, ID)* and |u|k]
for each k1.
The active domain of a query over an s-database instance
consists of all elements used in the formula and all elements
in the s-instances of the relation names appearing in the
formula. Intuitively, the answer set of a query over an
s-instance should consist of only these elements, i.e., no
‘‘new’’ elements should be ‘‘invented.’’ Furthermore, the
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answer set should not contain arbitrary long sequences.
These observations lead to the notion of ‘‘safe s-calculus
queries.’’ First though, the following technical term is
needed. An SL formula F1 is said to be a subformula of an
SL formula F if either (i) F1=F, (ii) F=(F $ 6 F") and F1
is a subformula of either F $ or F", or (iii) F=cF $ or
F=_xF $, and F1 is a subformula of F $.
We are now ready for the notion of safe s-calculus.
For each k1, an s-calculus query T=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F ]
over the s-database scheme D is said to be k-safe if T
satisfies both of the following two conditions for each
s-database instance ID :
(1) If (u1 , ..., un) is in T[ID], then ui is in adomk(T, ID)
for each 1in.
(2) If (_xF1) is a subformula of F and x, x1 , ..., xm are
the free variables in F1 , then
ID < F1[xu, x1u1 , ..., xmum],
where ui is in adomk(T, ID) for 1in, implies that u is in
adomk(T, ID).
A query T is said to be safe if it is k-safe for some k1. The
collection of all safe s-calculus queries is called the safe
s-calculus.
It is easy to see that an s-calculus query T is k-safe for
each kk$ if T is k$ safe.
Intuitively, condition (1) above ensures that the answer
set of a safe s-calculus query is ‘‘limited’’ in some sense. Since
k is a finite number and ID is also finite, the number of
possible tuples in the answer is finite. Therefore, one ‘‘naive’’
algorithm to evaluate a safe s-calculus query is to loop
through all possible answers (note that k does not depend
on ID) and check whether each of them satisfies the query.
The only problem with this naive algorithm is that when
testing whether _xF1 is satisfied, there appear to be an
infinite number of possible values for x. However, condition
(2) above eliminates this possibility. Thus, safe s-calculus
queries are computable. This conclusion is formally proved
below when each safe s-calculus query is shown to be equiv-
alent to an effectively constructible s-algebra query.
The notion of the safe s-calculus is very similar to that
of the safe relational calculus [24]. In fact, if sequence
predicates (Mn[ p]) are disallowed and each sequence is
viewed as an element, then the (safe) s-calculus is exactly
the (safe) relational calculus. Also, the use of sequence
predicates in the (safe) s-calculus is essentially the same as
that of the merger reconstructors and extractor reconstruc-
tors in the s-algebra. Therefore, it should be no surprise that
the safe s-calculus is ‘‘equivalent’’ in expressive power to
the s-algebra. We say that an s-calculus query T over an
s-database scheme D and an s-algebra expression E over D
are equivalent if E[ID]=T[ID] for each s-database
instance ID of D. We say that the safe s-calculus and the
s-algebra are equivalent in expressive power if for each safe
s-calculus query there exists an equivalent s-algebra expres-
sion, and vice versa. We have:
Theorem 7. The safe s-calculus and the s-algebra are
equivalent in expressive power.
The above theorem is parallel to the result about the
equivalence of the relational algebra and the safe relational
calculus [24].
We note in passing that the safe s-calculus is defined here
by the semantics of formulas. Similar to [25], we may also
define (another version of) safe s-calculus by syntactive
structures of formulas. We only need to add the following to
condition 3 of [25, p. 153]: ‘‘If the formula is of the form
x # Mn[ p](x1 , ..., xn), then (1) that x0 is limited implies that
each xi (1in) is limited, and (2) that xi is limited for
each 1in implies that x0 is limited.’’ It can be seen that
such syntactically defined safe formulas are indeed safe
formulas as defined earlier. Furthermore, by the proof of
Theorem 7, it is seen that each s-algebra indeed has an
equivalent s-calculus query whose formula is safe by the
above syntactical definition.
4. CONCLUSION
A theoretical study is initiated on the sequence operations
used in database query languages. Specifically, a set of spe-
cial sequence operations (rs-operations) is introduced and
shown to be readily applicable to an extended relational
data model.
We conclude with four issues that appear to be worth
further investigation. The first is to apply the rs-operations
to other data models, e.g., nested sequences and, more
generally, complex objects with sequence constructs.
The second issue is the completeness of sequence opera-
tions. The question is ‘‘what constitutes a ‘complete’ family
of sequence operations?’’ A recent study by Colby et al. [7]
gives a query language that expresses precisely all polyno-
mial-time queries on nested sequence and tuple constructs
(called list-based complex objects). Such a query language
can be labelled as complete. However, the sequence-handling
construct used by the language is rather complicated and it
is not clear how a similar language can be constructed on
‘‘flat’’ sequences that yields exactly all polynomial-time
queries on these flat sequences.
The third issue is the computational complexities of
the rs-operations, and in particular, the rs-operations on
infinite, but finitely representable, sets of sequences. A
related issue is the date complexity [27] of the s-algebra.
The final issue regards query evaluation strategies. The
combination of rs-operations with other database query
constructs gives rise to many opportunities for optimization
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in query evaluation. For example, in order for the s-algebra
to retrieve prefixes that end with a certain value, the
rs-operations are used to retrieve all prefixes and then some
relational selection is performed. To do this efficiently, one
may want to perform the two operations simultaneously.
The question is: Are there general rules for optimizing
queries involving rs-operations?
APPENDICES
In these appendices, given a set H of transition rules in a
generic a-transducer, we shall use H[7] to denote the set
[(!, a, t, !$, a^) | (!, /, t, !$, /^) # H and a # 7]. Note that
a^=a if /^=/ and a^==.
A.1. Proof of Theorem 1
We first establish the following preliminary result.
Lemma 3. Let Mn be the =-free generic a-transducer
(n, K, /, H, !0 , F ) and A the fsa (K, Vn , $, !0 , F ) such that
(!, :i , *) is in $ if and only if (!, /, i, *, /) is in H. Then
Mn[T(A)] and Mn are equivalent.
Proof. Let p=T(A) and L1 , ..., Ln be subsets of
7* . In order to establish the lemma, it suffices to
show that (a) Mn(L1 , ..., Ln)Mn[ p](L1 , ..., Ln) and (b)
Mn[ p](L1 , ..., Ln)Mn(L1 , ..., Ln).
First consider (a). Suppose u is in Mn(L1 , ..., Ln). Then
there exists a run
\=60 j<k(!j , aj , tj , !j+1 , a^j)
of Mn for some k0 such that ?5(\)=u and
(1) ?2_83=i (\) is in Li for each 1in.
Let \1=60 j<k(!j , aj , tj , !j+1 , a^j , :tj) and
(2) w=?6(\1).
To see that u is in Mn[ p](L1 , ..., Ln), it is enough to show
that w is in p and11 ?2_81=:i (wu)=[w]:i (u) is in Li for
each 1in.
Since Mn is =-free, a^j=aj for each 0 j<k. Thus,
?5(\)=?2(\). Then it is easily seen that u=?5(\)=
?2(\)=?2(\1). By this and (2), wu=?6(\1)?2(\1).
Hence, for each 1in, ?2_81=:i (wu)=?2_81=:i
(?6(\1)?2(\1))=?2_86=:i (\1)=?2_83=:i (\). By (1), it
follows that ?2_81=:i (wu) is in Li for each 1in.
It now remains to establish that w is in p. Let \2=
60 j<k(!j , :tj , !j+1). Since \ is a run of Mn , !0 is the start
state and !k is in F. Also (!j , :t , !j+1) is in $ for each
0 j<k. (Indeed, let 0 j<k. Since \ is a run of
Mn , (!j , aj , tj, !j+1 , a^j) is in H[7]. By definition,
(!j , /, tj , !j+1 , /^) is in H. Since Mn is =-free, /^=/. By
hypothesis, (!j , :tj , !j+1) is in $.) Thus, \2 is a run of A.
Clearly, ?2(\1)=?6(\1). By this and (2), ?2(\2)=
?6(\1)=w. Therefore, w is in p as desired.
Now consider (b). Suppose u is in Mn[ p](L1 , ..., Ln). By
definition, there exists w in p, with |w|=|u|, such that
(3) ?2_81=:i (wu) is in Li for each 1in.
Since w is in p=T(A), there exists a run \=60 j<k
(!j , :tj , !t+1) of A for some k0 such that ?2(\)=w. Since
|u|= |w|=|\|, there exists \1=60 j<k(!j , aj , tj , !t+1 , aj)
such that u=?2(\1). To show that u is in Mn(L1 , ..., Ln), it
suffices to establish that ?2_83=i (\1) is in Li for each
1in and \1 is a run of Mn .
Let \2=60 j<k(!j , aj , tj , !j+1 , aj , :tj). Clearly, for each
1in,
(4) ?2_83=i (\1)=?2_86=:i (\2)=?2_81=:i
(?6(\2)?2(\2)).
It is also clear that
(5) ?6(\2)=?2(\)=w and ?2(\2)=?2(\1)=u.
By (4) and (5), it follows that ?2_3=i (\1)=
?2 _1=:i (?6(\2)?2(\2))=?2_1=:i(wu). This and (3)
imply that ?2 _3=i(\1) is in Li for each 1in.
It now remains to establish that \1 is a run of Mn . Since
\ is a run of A, !0 is the start state and !k is in F. Clearly,
(!j , aj , tj , !j+1, aj) is in H[7] for each 0 j<k. (Indeed,
let 0 j<k. Since \ is a run of A, (!j , :j , !j+1) is in $. By
hypothesis, (!j , /, tj , !j+1, /) is in H. Hence (!j , aj , tj ,
!j+1 , aj) is in H[7].) Thus, \1 is a run of Mn as
desired. K
We now establish Theorem 1.
Let Mn[ p] be a merger. Since p is regular, there exists an
fsa A=(K, Vn , $, !0 , F ) such that p=T(A). Let Mn be the
=-free generic a-transducer (n, K, /, H, !0 , F), where H=
[(!, /, i, *, /) | (!, :i , *) in $]. By Lemma 3, Mn is equiv-
alent to Mn[ p] as desired.
Clearly, Mn is effectively constructible from Mn[ p] if p is
represented by an fsa. On the other hand, suppose p is
represented by a regular expression. An fsa A can be effec-
tively constructed so that p=T(A) [14]. Hence, Mn is
effectively constructible from Mn[ p].
Conversely, suppose Mn=(n, K, /, H, !0 , F ) is an =-free
generic a-transducer. Let A be the fsa (K, Vn , $, !0 , F ),
where $=[(!, :i , *) | (!, /, i, *, /) in H ]. By Lemma 3,
Mn[T(A)] is equivalent to Mn as desired.
A.2. Proof of Theorem 2
First, we have the following preliminary result.
Lemma 4. Let n1, 1in, A be the fsa
(K, Vn , $, !0 , F ) and M the generic 1-tape a-transducer
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(1, K, /, H, !0 , F ) such that (i) (!, :i , *) is in $ if and only if
(!, /, 1, *, /) is in H and (ii) (!, :j , *) is in $ for some j{i if
and only if (!, /, 1, *, =) is in H. Then E:1[T(A)] and M are
equivalent.
Proof. Let p=T(A) and L be a subset of 7* . In order
to establish the lemma, if suffices to prove that (a)
E:1[ p](L)M(L) and (b) M(L)E:1[ p](L).
First consider (a). Suppose ui is in E:1[ p](L). By defini-
tion, there exist w in p and u in L, with |w|=|u|, such that
(1) ui=?2_81=:i (wu).
Since w is in p, there exists a run \=60 j<k(!j , :tj , !j+1)
of A for some k0 such that ?2(\)=w. Let f be the map-
ping from 7_Vn to 7 _ [=] such that f (b, :)=b if
:=:i and f (b, :)== otherwise for each b in 7 and : in Vn .
Since |u|=|w|=|\|, there exists \1=60 j<k(!j , aj , 1,
!j+1 , f (aj , :tj)) such that ?2(\1)=u. In order to show that
ui in M(L), it is enough to show that ui=?5(\1) and \1 is
a run of M.
Let a^j= f (aj , :tj) for each 0i<k and \2=
60 j<k(!j , aj , 1, !j+1 , a^j , :tj). By the definition of a^j , it is
easily seen that
(2) ?2_86=:i (\1)=?5(\1).
Clearly,
(3) w=?2(\)=?6(\2), and
(4) u=?2(\1)=?2(\2).
Thus,
ui=?2_81=:i (wu), by (1)
=?2_81=:i (?6(\2)?2(\2)), by (3) and (4)
=?2_86=:i (\2)
=?5(\2), by (2)
=?5(\1);
i.e., ui=?5(\1) as desired.
To complete the proof, it remains to show that \1 is a run
of M. Let 0 j<k. Since \ is a run of A, (!j , :tj , !j+1) is in
$. Two cases arise:
(i) :tj=:i . Then (!j , :i , !j+1) is in $. By hypothesis,
(!j , /, 1, !j+1 , /) is in H. Hence, (!j , aj , 1, !j+1 , aj) is in
H[7]. By the definition of a^j , (!j , aj , 1, !j+1 , a^j) is in
H[7].
(ii) :tj {:i . Then (!j , :l , !j+1) is in $ for some l{i. By
hypothesis, (!j , /, 1, !j+1 , =) is in H. Hence, (!j , aj , 1, !j+1,
=) is in H[7]. By the definition of a^j , (!j , aj , 1, !j+1, a^j) is
in H[7].
Combining the two cases, (!j , aj , 1, !j+1 , a^j) is in H[7]
for each 0 j<k. Also, it is clear that !0 is the start state
and !k is in F. Therefore, \1 is a run of M, which completes
the proof.
Now consider (b). Suppose ui is in M(L). Then there
exists a run \=60 j<k(!j , aj , 1, !j+1 , a^j) of M such that
ui=?5(\) and ?2(\) is in L. Let
(5) u=?2(\).
Let 0 j<k. Since \ is a run of M, (!j , aj , 1, !j+1 , a^j) is in
H[7]. Hence, (!j , /, 1, !j+1 , /^) is in H. By hypothesis,
there exists :tj such that (!j ;:tj , !j+1) is in $. Let f be the
mapping from [1, ..., k&1] to Vn such that f ( j)=:i if
a^j=aj and f ( j)=:tj otherwise. Let w= f (0) } } } f (k&1). In
order to show that ui is in E:1[ p](L), it is enough to prove
that ui=?2_81=:i (wu) and w is in p.
Let \1=60 j<k(!j , aj , 1, !j+1 , a^j), f ( j)). Clearly,
(6) w=?6(\1), and
(7) ?2(\)=?2(\1).
For each 0 j<k, by the definition of f ( j), a^j=aj if and
only if f ( j)=:i . Thus,
(8) ?2_86=:i (\1)=?5(\1)=ui .
Then
?2_81=:i (wu)
=?2_81=:i (?6(\1)?2(\)), by (5) and (6)
=?2_81=:i (?6(\1)?2(\1)), by (7)
=?2_86=:i (\1)
=ui , by (8);
i.e., ui=?2_81=:i (wu) as desired.
To complete the proof, it remains to show that w is in p.
Let \2=60 j<k(!j , f ( j), !j+1). Let 0 j<k. Suppose
f ( j){:i . Then (!j , f ( j), !j+1) is in $ by the definition of
f ( j). On the other hand, suppose f ( j)=:i . Then a^j=aj , i.e.,
(!j , aj , 1, !j+1 , aj) is in H[7]. Thus (!j , /, 1, !j+1 , /) is in
H. By hypothesis, (!j , :i , !j+1) is in $. Therefore (!j , f ( j),
!j+1) is in $ for each 0 j<k. Clearly, !0 is the start state
of A and !k is in F. Thus, \2 is a run of A. Then it is easily
seen that w=?6(\1)=?2(\2) is in p=T(A), thereby com-
pleting the proof. K
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.
Let E:1[ p] be an extractor. Since p is regular, there exists
an fsa A=(K, Vn , $, !0 , F ) such that T(A)= p. Let M be
the generic 1-tape a-transducer (1, K, /, H, !0 , F ) where
H=[(!, /, 1, *, /) | (!, :i , *) in $]
_ [(!, /, 1, *, =) | (!, :j , *) in $ and j{i].
By Lemma 4, M is equivalent to E:1[ p] as desired.
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Conversely, let M=(1, K, /, H, !0 , F ) be a generic 1-tape
a-transducer. Let A be the fsa (K, V2 , $, !0 , F ), where
$=[(!, :1 , *) | (!, /, 1, *, /) in H]
_ [(!, :2 , *) | (!, /, 1, *, =) in H].
By Lemma 4, E:1[T(A)] is equivalent to M as desired.
Clearly, M is effectively constructible from E[ p] if p is
represented by an fsa. On the other hand, suppose p is
represented by a regular expression. An fsa A can then be
effectively constructed so that p=T(A) [14]. Hence, M is
effectively constructible from E[ p].
A.3. Proof of Proposition 1
In order to prove Proposition 1, we need one notation
and two lemmas. The notation describes the ‘‘moves’’ of a
generic a-transducer.
Notation. For each generic n-tape a-transducer M=(n,
K, /, H, !0 , F ), let |&M (or |& when M is understood) be the
following relation on K_7*_ } } } _7* (7* appears n+1
times): For all ui , 1in, and v in 7* , !1 , and !2 in
K, 1tn, and a in 7 ,
(!1 , u1 , ..., aut , ..., un , v) |& (!2 , u1 , ..., ut , ..., un , va^)
if (!1 , a, t, !2 , a^) is in H[7]. Let |&* be the reflexive,
transitive closure of |&.
The first of the two lemmas deals with a special case of
composition of two generic a-transducers.
Lemma 5. Let M1 and M2 be generic n1 - and n2 -tape
a-transducers, respectively. Then there exists a generic
n-tape a-transducer M, where n=n1+n2&1, such that
M(L1 , ..., Ln)=M2(M1(L1 , ..., Ln1), Ln1+1 , ..., Ln) for all
subsets L1 , ..., Ln of 7* . Furthermore, M is =-free if both
M1 and M2 are.
Proof. Suppose M1=(n1 , K1 , /, H1 , *0 , F1) and M2=
(n2 , K2 , /, H2 , !0 , F2). Let K=[(!, *) | ! in K2 and *
in K1], F=[(!, *) | ! in F2 and * in F1] and
H=[((!, *) , /, n1+i&1, (!$, *) , /^) |
(!, /, i, !$, /^) in H2 , i>1 and * in K1]
_ [((!, *) , /, i, (!$, *$) , /^) | (!, /, 1, !$, /^)
in H2 and (*, /, i, *$, x) in H1]
_ [((!, *) , /, i, (!, *$) , =) | (*, /, i, *$, =)
in H1 and ! in K2].
Let n=n1+n2&1 and M be the generic a-transducer
(n, K, /, H, (!0 , *0) , F ). Clearly, M is =-free if both M1 and
M2 are.
Let L1 , ..., Ln be subsets of 7* . Assume that the following
assertion is true.
(1) Let v be in 7* , ! in K2 , * in K1 , and wi and w$i
in Li for 1in. The there exists k0 such that
((!0 , *0), w1 , ..., wn , =) |&kM ((!, *) , w$1 , ..., w$n , v) if and
only if there exist w$, k10 and k20 such that
(*0 , w1 , ..., wn1 , =) |&
k1
M1
(*, w$1 , ..., w$n1 , w$) and (!0 , w$,
wn1+1 , ..., wn , =) |&
k2
M2
(!, =, w$n1+1 , ..., w$n , v).
Let L=M(L1 , ..., Ln). By definition, u is in L if and
only if there exist wi in Li for 1in and (!f , *f) in F
such that ((!0 , *0) , w1 , ..., wn , =) |&*M ((!f , *f) , =, ..., =, u).
By (1), u is in L if and only if there exists w$ such that
(*0 , w1 , ..., wn1 , =) |&*M1 (*f , =, ..., =, w$) and (!0 , w$, wn1+1 , ...,
wn , =) |&*M2 (!f , =, ..., =, u). Thus, u is in L if and only if u is in
M1(M2(L1 , ..., Ln1), Ln1+1 , ..., Ln). In order to establish the
lemma, it therefore suffices to show that (1) is true.
Consider the ‘‘only if ’’ part of (1). Obviously, the ‘‘only if ’’
is true if k=0. Continuing by induction, suppose the ‘‘only
if ’’ part is true for each 0k<m. Assume k=m. Since
k=m>0, there exists ((!$, *$), a, i, (!, *), a^) in H[7]
such that
((!0 , *0) , w1 , ..., wn , =)
|&k&1M ((!$, *$) , w$1 , ..., aw$i , ..., w$n , v$)
|&M ((!, *) , w$1 , ..., w$i , ..., w$n , v$a^),
where v$a^=v. Two cases arise: (a) 1in1 and (b)
n1<in.
Consider (a). By induction, there exists w$ such that
(2) (!0 , w$, w2 , ..., wn , =) |&*M2 (!$, =, w$n1+1 , ..., w$n , v$)
and
(3) (*0 , w1 , ..., wn1 , =) |&*M1 (*$, w$1 , ..., aw$i , ..., w$n1 , w$).
Since ((!$, *$) , a, i, (!, *) , a^) is in H[7] and 1in1 ,
two possibilities arise by the definition of H:
(i) (*$, a, i, *, a) is in H1[7] and (!$, a, 1, !, a^) in
H2[7]. Therefore,
(!$, a, w$n1+1 , ..., w$n , v$) |&M2 (!, =, w$n1+1 , ..., w$n , v$a^)
and
(*$, w$1 , ..., aw$i , ..., w$n1 , w$) |&M1 (*, w$1 , ..., w$i , ..., w$n1 , w$a).
Then
(!0 , w$a, wn1+1 , ..., wn , =)
|&*M2 (!$, a, w$n1+1 , ..., w$n , v$), by (2)
|&M2 (!, =, w$n1+1 , ..., w$n , v$a^)
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and
(*0 , w1 , ..., wn1 , =)
|&*M1 (*$, w$1 , aw$i , ..., w$n1 , w$), by (3)
|&M1 (*, w$1 , ..., w$i , ..., w$n1 , w$a).
(ii) !=!$ and (*$, a, i, *, =) is in H1[7]. Since !=!$,
by (2),
(!0 , w$, wn1+1 , ..., wn , =) |&*M2 (!, w$n1+1 , ..., w$n , v).
It is clear that a^== in this case. Hence, v$=v. Therefore,
(*$, w$1 , ..., aw$i , ..., w$n1 , w$) |&M1 (*, w$1 , ..., w$i , ..., w$). Then
(*0 , w1 , ..., wn1 |&*M1 (*$, w$1 , ..., aw$i , ..., w$n1 , w$), by (3)
|&M1 (*, w$1 , ..., w$i , ..., w$).
Thus, the ‘‘only if ’’ part of (1) is true in either case.
Consider (b). By induction, there exists w$ such that
(4) (!0 , w$, wn1+1 , ..., wn , =) |&*M2 (!$, =, w$n1+1 , ..., aw$i ,
..., w$n , v$) and
(5) (*0 , w1 , ..., wn1 , =) |&*M1 (*$, w$1 , ..., w$n1 , w$).
Since n1<in and ((!$, *$) , a, i, (!, *) , a^) is in H[7],
if follows from the definition of H that *$=* and (!$, a,
i&n1+1, !, a^) is in H2[7]. Then
(!0 , w$, wn1+1 , ..., wn , =)
|&*M2 (!$, =, w$n1+1 , ..., aw$i , ..., w$n , v$), by (4)
|&M2 (!, =, w$n1+1 , ..., w$i , ..., w$n , va^).
Since *$=*, it follows from (5) that (*0 , w1 , ..., wn1 , =) |&*M1
(*, w$1 , ..., w$n1 , w$). Thus, the ‘‘only if ’’ part of (1) is true.
We now show the ‘‘if ’’ part of (1). Clearly, the ‘‘if ’’ part is
true if either k1=0 or k2=0. Continuing by induction on
k1+k2 , suppose the ‘‘if ’’ part is true if 0k1+k2<m.
Assume k1+k2=m. If k1=0, then the ‘‘if ’’ part is true as
just mentioned. Suppose k1>0. Since k1>0, there exists
1in1 , (*$, a, i, *, a^) in H1[7], and 0k3<k1 such
that
(*0 , w1 , ..., wn1 , =) |&
k3
M1
(*$, w$1 , ..., aw$i , ..., w$n1 , w")
|&M1 (*, w$1 , ..., w$i , ..., w$n1 , w"a^),
where w"a^=w$. Thus,
(6) (*$, a, i, *, a^) is in H1[7].
Two cases arise: (c) a^== and (d) a^=a. Consider (c).
Since a^==, w"=w$. By induction,
(7) ((!0 , *0) , w1 , ..., wn , =) |&*M ((!, *$) , w$1 , ..., aw$i ,
..., w$n , v).
By (6) and the definition of H,
(8) ((!, *$) , a, i, (!, *) , =) is in H[7].
Then
((!0 , *0) , w1 , ..., wn , =)
|&*M ((!, *$) , w$1 , ..., aw$i , ..., w$n , v), by (7)
|&*M ((!, *) , w$1 , ..., w$n , v), by (8)
as desired.
Consider (d). By the hypothesis of the ‘‘if ’’ part of
(1), (!0 , w$, wn1+1 , ..., wn , =) |&
k2
M2
(!, =, w$n1+1 , ..., w$n , v).
Then there exist wj"(n1< jn), 0k4<k2 , !$, !", and v"
such that
(!0 , w"a, wn1+1 , ..., wn , =) |&
k4
M2
(!$, a, w"n1+1 , ..., w"n , v")
|&M2 (!", =, w"n1+1 , ..., w"n , v"a^)
|&*M2 (!, =, w$n1+1 , ..., w$n , v).
It is easy to see that
(9) (!$, a, 1, !", a^) is in H1[7] and
(10) ((!", *) , w$1 , ..., w$i , ..., w"n1+1 , ..., w"n , v"a^)
|&*M ((!, *) , w$1 , ..., w$n , v) for each *.
Since k4<k2 , k3<k1 , and k1+k2<m, it is clear that
k3+k4<m. By induction,
(11) ((!0 , *0) , w1 , ..., wn , =) |&*M ((!$, *$) , w$1 , ..., aw$i ,
..., w$n , w"n1+1 , ..., w"n , v").
By (6) and (9), it follows from the definition of H that
((!$, *$) , a, i, (!", *) , a^) is in H[7]. Then by (11),
(12) ((!0 , *0) , w1 , ..., wn , =) |&*M ((!", *) , w$1 , ..., w$i ,
..., w$n1 , w"n1+1 , ..., w"n , v"a^).
By (10) and (12),
((!0 , *0), w1 , ..., wn , =) |&*M ((!, *) , w$1 , ..., w$n , v)
as desired. K
The second lemma deals with an interchange of two
specific tapes of generic a-transducer.
Lemma 6. Let M be a generic n-tape a-transducer and
1i< jn. Then there exists a generic n-tape a-transducer
M$ such that
M$(L1 , ..., Lj , ..., Li , ..., Ln)=M(L1 , ..., Li , ..., Lj , ..., Ln)
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for all subsets L1 , ..., Ln of 7* . Furthermore, M$ is =-free if
M is.
Proof. Suppose M=(n, K, /, H, !0 , F ). Let
H$=[(!, /, j, *, /^) | (!, /, i, *, /^) in H ]
_ [(!, /, i, *, /^) | (!, /, j, *, /^) in H ]
_ [(!, /, t, *, /^) | (!, /, t, *, /^) in H, t{i and t{ j ],
and M$=(n, K, /, H$, !0 , F ). Clearly, M$ is =-free if M is. It
is easy to see that M$(..., Li , ..., Lj , ...)=M(..., Lj , ..., Li , ...)
for all subsets L1 , ..., Ln of 7* . K
Proposition 1 is then easily seen through a repeated use
of Lemmas 5 and 6.
A.4. Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. Let n3 and p= p(n). Suppose Mn[ p] is non-
trivially decomposable. By definition, there exist (1) integers
k1 and k2 , (2) subsets p1 of V*k1 and p2 of V*k2 , and (3)
integers i1 , ..., ik1+k2&1 with each 1ijn, such that the
following holds for all subsets L1 , ..., Ln of 7* :
(1) Mn[ p](L1 , ..., Ln)
=Mk1[ p1](Li1 , ..., Lik1&1 , Mk2[ p2](Lik1 , ..., Lik1+k2&1)).
Clearly, p1{< and p2{<. (Otherwise, Mn[ p]
(L1 , ..., Ln)=< for all L1 , ..., Ln .) Now let h be the mapping
such that h(:ij)=:j for each 1 jk1+k2&1. Then
(2) the mapping h is an isomorphism on Vn .
To prove (2), it is sufficient to show that (a) for each
1kn, there exists ij such that h(:ij)=:k , and (b) ij {ij$
if j{ j$. Consider (a) and suppose otherwise, i.e., there is
some 1kn such that no h(:ij)=:k . Let Lk=< and
Li=:i* for all i{k. Clearly, the left-hand side of (1) is
empty. However, since p1 and p2 are both nonempty and Lk
does not appear in Li1 , ..., Lik1+k2&1 , the right-hand side of
(1) is not empty. This is a contradiction. Consider (b)
and suppose there exist :ij {:i $j and :ik such that
h(:ij)=h(:i $j)=:k . Let Lk=[:k] and Li=:i* for all i{k. It
is clear that the left-hand side of (1) is not empty and each
sequence in the left-hand side set of (1) contains exactly one
:k . However, it is easily seen that each sequence in the right-
hand side contains two :k . This is a contradiction. Since
both (a) and (b) lead to a contradiction, (2) is established.
By (2), we immediately know that k1+k2&1=n since h
is an isomorphism from :1 , ..., :k1+k2&1 to :1 , ..., :n . Now let
Lij=:*ij for each 1 jn. Since
Mn[ p](:1*, ..., :n*)
=Mk1[ p1](:*i1 , ..., :*ik1&1 , Mk2[p2](:*ik1 , ..., :*ik1+k2&1)),
it immediately follows that
(3) h( p)=Mk1[ p1](:1*, ..., :*k1&1 , h( p2)).
To conclude the proof of the lemma, it is sufficient to show
that (3) is not true.
Let V=[:1 , ..., :k1&1] and p$ be the set of sequences
obtained by deleting all symbols in V from each sequence of
h( p).12 Since h( p2) does not contain any symbol in V, it
follows from (3) that p$=h( p2). Now p$ cannot be the empty
set. (Indeed, assume p$=h( p2) is empty. Since an empty
input set implies an empty merge result, it follows from (3)
that h( p) is empty. This is a contradiction since h( p) is not
empty.) Furthermore, p${h( p). (Otherwise, V=< and
p1=:1* by (3). Then the assumed decomposition is trivial, a
contradiction.) Thus, V is a nonempty proper subset of Vn .
Since V is a nonempty proper subset of Vn , there exists
1ln such that h(:l) is not in V but h(:l+1) is. (If l=n,
then take l+1 as 1.) By the definition of p, (:l:l+1)*
is a subset of p. Thus, h((:l:l+1)*)h( p) and h(:l*)
p$=h( p2). Hence, by (3), Mk1[ p1](:1*, ..., :*k1&1 , h(:l*)) is a
subset of h( p). Without loss of generality, we may assume
that h(:l)=:k1 . (Since h(:j)=:k1 for some k1 jn, if
h(:l){:k1 , then we may exchange :k1 and :l in p2 and
change the isomorphism h accordingly. These changes will
not change the validity of (2) and (3).) Thus,
(4) p1=Mk1[ p1](:1* , ..., :*k1&1, :*k1)h( p).
Now :*k1 is a subset of h( p2) and p2 {:i* for all 1in
(since the decomposition is nontrivial). Thus, at least two dif-
ferent elements of Vn appear in h( p2). Assume h(:i) and
h(:j)(i{ j) appear in h( p2). Two cases arise: (a) Exactly one
of h(:i&1) and h(:j&1) appears in h( p2), or (b) both h(:i&1)
and h(:j&1) appear in h(p2). Consider case (a). Assume
h(:i&1) appears in h( p2). Thus, neither h(:i) nor h(:i&1) is
in V. Clearly, h(:i&1:i) is in h( p). By (3), since :i&1 and :i
are not in V, there exist w1 in p1 and w2 in h( p2) such that
h(:i&1:i) # Mk1[w1](=, ..., =, w2).
Clearly, w1=:k:k and w2=h(:i&1:i). Therefore, :k:k is in
p1 . By (4), :k:k is in h( p). This is impossible. Similarly, it is
impossible that :j&1 appears in h( p2). Consider case (b).
Clearly, :i&1:i:j&1:j is in p and, hence, h(:i&1:i:j&1:j) is
in h( p). By (3), there exist w1 in p1 and w2 in h( p2) such that
h(:i&1:i:j&1:j)
# Mk1[w1](=, ..., =, :i&1, =, ..., =, :j&1, =, ..., =, w2).
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Clearly, w1=:i $:k1 :j $:k for some i ${ j $ and w2=:i:j .
Since w1 is in p1 , by (4), :i $:k:j $:k is in h( p). Since i ${ j $,
this is impossible. Since both cases (a) and (b) lead to
impossible situations, (3) does not hold. Thus, Mn[ p] is not
nontrivially decomposable. K
A.5. Proof of Lemma 2
In order to show Lemma 2, we establish the following
preliminary results. Note that in this part of the appendix,
the regular set p in each extractor E:1[ p] is assumed to be
a subset of V2* .
Lemma 7. Let E=E:1[ p], E1=E:1[ p1], and E2=E:1[ p2]
be extractors, and E (L)=E2(E1(L)) for each subset L
of 27*. Then p=M2[ p1]( p2 , :2*).
Proof. Let M=M2[ p], M1=M2[ p1], and M2=M2[ p2].
If suffices to show that M(L, :2*)=M1(M2(L, :2*), :2*) for
each such L. (Indeed, let L=:1* . Then p=M(:1* , :2*)=
M1(M2(:1* , :2*), :2*)=M1( p2 , :2*).) Let L be a subset of 27*.
Then u is in M(L, :2*) iff there exists v in L such that u is in
M([v], :2*), i.e., v is in E ([u])=E2(E1([u]). Clearly, v is
in E2(E1([u])) iff there exists v1 in E1([u]) such that v is in
E2([v1]). By definition, the last condition is equivalent to
the condition that u is in M1([v1], :2*) and v1 is in
M2([v], :2*), and thus equivalent to the condition that u is
in M1(M2([v], :2*), :2*). Hence, u is in M(L, :2*) iff u is in
M1(M2(L, :2*), :2*). K
Lemma 8. Let k be a nonnegative integer and p*k=
[w # V2* | number of occurrences of :1 in w is at least k]. Let
E1=E:1[ p$] and E2=E:1[ p"] be extractors. Then E1 tk E2
if and only if p$ & p*k= p" & p*k .
Proof. (Only if) Suppose E1 tk E2 . Let w be in p$ & p*k
and l=|w|. Since w is in p*k , the number of occurrences of
:1 in w is at least k. Clearly, l=|w|k. Let u=a1 } } } al ,
where a1 , ..., al are distinct elements in 7 . It is easy to see
that E:1[w](u) is not empty. Let u$ be in E:1[w](u). Since
a1 , ..., al are all distinct, it follows from the definition of
extractors that
(1) for each 1il, w(i)=:1 if ai is in u$ and w(i)=:2
otherwise.
Since w is in p$, u$ is in E:1[ p$]([u])=E1([u]). Clearly, |u$|
is equal to the number of occurrences of :1 in w. Hence,
|u$|k. Then u$ is in E1([u]) & (7*)k . By hypothesis,
E1 tk E2 ; i.e., E1([u]) & (7*)k=E2([u]) & (7*)k .
Then u$ is in E2([u]) & (7*)k and, hence, in E2([u]).
Therefore, there exists w$ in p" such that u$ is in E:1[w$](u).
Since the elements in u are all distinct, it follows from the
definition of the extractors that for each 1il, w$(i)=:1
if ai is in u$ and w$(i)=:2 otherwise. Comparing this with
(1), it is clear that w$=w. Thus, w is in p" since w$ is. Hence,
p$ & p*k  p" & p*k . By symmetry, p" & p*k  p$ & p*k ,
whence p$ & p*k= p" & p*k .
(If) Suppose p$ & p*k= p" & p*k . Let L be a subset of
7* and u$ in E1(L) & (7*)k . Then there exists u in L and
w in p$ such that u$ is in E:1[w]([u]) & (7*)k . By defini-
tion, the length of u$ is equal to the number of occurrences
of :1 in w. Since u$ is in (7*)k , |u$|k. Hence, the number
of occurrences of :1 in w is at least k. Thus, w is in p$ & p*k .
By hypothesis, w is in p" & p*k and, hence, in p". There-
fore, u$ is in E:1[w]([u])E:1[ p"](L). Since |u$|k, u$ is
in E:1[ p"](L) & (7*)k . Hence, E:1[ p$](L) & (7*)k 
E:1[ p"](L) & (7*)k . By symmetry, it follows that E:1[ p$]
(L) & (7*)k=E:1[ p"](L) & (7*)k . Then E1 tk E2 by
definition. K
We are now ready to prove Lemma 2.
Proof. Let k be a nonnegative integer, E in [E(k)]t , and
E (L)=E1(E2(L)) for each subset L of 27*. Assume
E=E:1[ p], E1=E:1[ p$], and E2=E:1[ p"]. By Lemma 7,
p=M2[ p"]( p$, :2*). Since EtE(k), there exists m0 such
that EtmE (k). Clearly, Etm$ E(k) for each m$m. Let
N=max[m, k]+1 and
(1) Nk=N&k.
For each i0, let p*i=[w # V2* | number of occurrences of
:1 in w is at least i]. By Lemma 8, p & p*N=
(:k1:2:
+
1 ) & p*N since EtN E(k). Clearly, (:k1 :2:+1 ) & p*N=
(:k1:2:
+
1 )N+1=(:
k
1 :2:
+
1 )Nk+k+1=:
k
1 :2:
Nk
1 :1* , i.e.,
(2) p & p*N=:k1:2:
Nk
1 :1* .
Let nNk be an arbitrary integer and wn=:k1 :2:
n
1 . Since
nNk , the number of occurrences of :1 in wn is at least
k+Nk=N and wn is in :k1 :2:
Nk
1 :1*. By (2), wn is in
p=M2[ p"]( p$, :2*). Thus, there exist w1n in p$ and w2n in p"
such that wn is in M2[w2n](w1n , :2*). It is easily seen that
either
(V) w1n=:k+1+n1 and w2n=:
k
1 :2:
n
1 , or
(VV) w1n=:k1 :2:
n
1 and w2n=:
k+n
1 .
(Indeed, suppose w1n does not contain :2 . Then w1n is in :1* .
Hence, w2n=wn=:k1 :2:
n
1 and w1n=:
k+1+n
1 ; i.e., (V) holds.
Now suppose w1n contains :2 . Then :2 does not appear in
w2n since otherwise wn contains at least two occurrences of
:2 , a contradiction. Therefore, w2n is in :1* . Hence,
w1n=wn=:k1 :2 :
n
1 and w2n=:
k+n
1 ; i.e., (VV) holds.) Two
cases arise.
(i) There exists KNk such that (V) holds for K, i.e.,
n=K, i.e. w1K=:k+1+K1 and w2K=:
k
1 :2:
K
1 . Suppose (VV)
holds for K+1, i.e., w1(K+1)=:k1 :2 :
K+1
1 . Let w=
:k1 :2 :2:
K
1 . Clearly, w is in M2[w2K](w1(K+1) , :2*)M2
[ p"]( p$, :2*)= p. Since the number of occurrences of :1 in
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w is k+Kk+Nk , the number of occurrences of :1 in w is
at least N by (1). Then w is in p*N . By (2), w is in
:k1 :2 :
N
1 :1* , a contradiction. Thus, (VV) cannot hold for
K+1, whence (V) holds for K+1. By induction,
(3) (V) holds for each iK.
Let K$=K+k+1. Since K$>K and (V) holds for each
ik, (V) holds for each iK$. Let w be in p & p*K$ . By (2)
and the fact that K$=K+k+1Nk+k+1=N+1, there
exists t0 such that w=:k1 :2:
Nk
1 :
t
1 . Since w is in
p*K$ , k+Nk+tK$. Hence, Nk+tK$&kK+1. By
(3), (V) holds for Nk+t, i.e., w2(Nk+t)=:
k
1 :2 :
Nk+t
1 =w.
Thus w is in p". Since w is also in p*K$ , w is in p" & p*K$ .
Hence,
(4) p & p*K$  p" & p*K$ .
Suppose there exists w" in ( p" & p*K$)&( p & p*K$). Let
l=|w"|. Since w" is in p" & p*K$ , the number of occurrences
of :1 in w" is at most l and at least K$. Since
l&k&1K$&k&1=K+k+1&k&1=K, it follows
from (3) that (V) holds for l&k&1, i.e., w1(l&k&1)=
:k+1+l&k&11 =:
l
1 . Then :
l
1 is in p$ since w1(l&k&1) is in p$.
Thus, M2[w"](:l1 , :2*)M2[ p"]( p$, :2*)= p. Clearly, w" is
in M2[w"](:l1 , :2*). Hence, w" is in p. Since w" is in p*k , it
then follows that w" is in p & p*K$ , a contradiction. There-
fore, ( p" & p*K$)&( p & p*K$)=<, i.e., p" & p*K$ 
p & p*K$ . Combining this with (4), p" & p*K$= p & p*K$ .
Then E2 tE by Lemma 8.
(ii) For each KNk , (V) does not hold at K. Thus, (VV)
holds for each KNk , i.e., w2K=:k+K1 for each KNk .
Since w2K is in p" for each K, it follows that :k+K1 is in p" for
each KNk , i.e., :k+Nk1 :
i
1 is in p" for each i0. Therefore,
:k+Nk1 :* p". By (1), N=Nk+k. Then :
N
1 :1*  p". Hence,
:N1 :1*=:
N
1 :1* & p*N  p" & p*N . Let p0=:
N
1 :1* . Then
(5) p0  p" & p*N .
Suppose there exists w" in ( p" & p*N)& p0 . Since w" is in
p*N , the number of occurrences of :1 in w" is N. Then
|w"|N. Hence, there exists l0 such that |w"|=l+N. Let
l $=l+N&k. Then |w"|=l $+k. Clearly, l $N&k. Then
by (1), l $Nk . By hypothesis, (VV) holds for l $; i.e.,
w1l $=:k1 :2:
l $
1 is in p$. Thus, M2[w"](w1l $ , :2*){<. Let w
be in M2[w"](w1l $ , :2*). Since w1l $ is in p$ and w" is in p", it
follows that w is in M2[ p"]( p$, :2*)= p. Since w" is not in
p0=:N1 :1* and |w"|N, it is easily seen that :2 occurs in w".
Hence, :2 occurs in w at least twice since :2 appears in w1l $ .
On the other hand, it is easy to see that the number of
occurrences of :1 in w is at least that in w". Then the number
of occurrences of :1 in w is at least N, i.e., w is in p*N . Since
w is also in p, w is in :k1 :2 :
N
1 :1* by (2). This contradicts the
fact that :2 occurs in w at least twice. Therefore,
( p" & p*N)& p0=<, i.e., p" & p*N  p0=:1* & p*N .
Combining this with (5), p" & p*N=:1* & p*N . By Lemma
8, E:1[ p"]tE:1[:1*], i.e., E2 is a pseudo-identity. K
A.6. Proof of Theorem 7
We use two lemmas below to prove the two directions of
Theorem 7. But first, we have a preliminary result.
Lemma 9. Let T be an s-calculus query over the
s-database scheme D and k1. Then there exists an
s-algebra expression E such that E[ID]=adomk(T, ID) for
each s-instance ID over D.
Proof. For each sequence u in U* and l-ary relation R
over U*, let
E1(u)=?2 E&1[:1*:2:1*]([(u)]) and
E2(i, R)=?l+1E&i[:2*:1 :2*](R),
where 1il. Intuitively, E1(u) gives the unary relation
[(a) | a appears in u], and E2(i, R) gives the unary relation
[(a) | a appears in the i th column of R].
Let T be the s-calculus query [(x1 , ..., xn) | F]. Suppose
now u1 , ..., uk are the k0 sequences in U* appearing in F
and R1 , ..., Rm are the m0 relation names appearing in F.
Let
E3= .
1ik
E1(ui) and E4= .
1im
.
1 jarity(Ri)
E2( j, Ri).
(Note that E3=< if k=0, and E4=< if m=0.) Given an
s-instance ID over D, (i) E3[ID] obviously returns all
elements appearing in F and (ii) E4[ID] gives all elements
appearing in R # D ID(R). For each 1ik, let
E i=?i+1M1, ..., i[:1 } } } :i]((E3 _ E4)_ } } } _(E3 _ E4))
i times
,
E0=[(=)], and E=E 0 _ E1 _ } } } _ E k. Clearly, E[ID]=
adomk(T, ID) for each ID . K
In what follows, DOMkm(T, ID) will be used as an
abbreviation for
adomk(T, ID)_ } } } _adomk(T, ID)
m times
for each m1 and k1. For each k1, let DOMk0(T, ID)
be the 0-ary s-instance [( )].
Lemma 10. Let D be an s-database scheme and T a safe
s-calculus query over D. Then there exists an s-algebra
expression E equivalent to T.
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Proof. Suppose T=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F ] and T is k-safe for
some k1. By Lemma 9, there exists an s-algebraic expres-
sion E$ such that E$[ID]=adomk(T, ID) for each s-database
instance ID over D. By abuse of language, let DOMkm(T, ID)
also denote the s-algebra expression E$_ } } } _E$ (m times).
(Notice that if m=0, then DOMkm(T, ID) is the 0-ary
s-algebra expression [( )].). Let ID be an s-database
instance over D.
Assume for the moment that the following statement is
true:
(1) Suppose F1 is a subformula of F and x1 , ..., xm ,
m0, are the free variables of F1 . Then there exists an
s-algebra expression E1 such that
E1[ID]=T1[ID] & DOMkm(T, ID)(T1 , ID),
where T1=[(x1 , ..., xm) | F1].
(The s-algebra expressionE1 in (1) is said to be a corresponding
s-algebra expression of T1 .) Note that F is a subformula of
F. Then by (1), there exists an s-algebra expression E such
that E[ID]=T[ID] & DOMkm(T, ID). By the hypothesis
that T is k-safe, it follows that T[ID]DOMkm(T, ID),
whence E[ID]=T[ID] as desired. To prove the lemma, it
therefore suffices to establish (1).
We prove (1) by an induction on the number of connec-
tives appearing in F. To begin, consider the case when no
connectives occur in F, i.e., F is an atomic formula. (In this
case, F1 is a subformula of F implies that F1=F and
T1=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F1]=T.) Two possibilities arise.
(i) F=R(z1 , ..., zl), where R is a relation name in D and
each zi (1il ) is a variable in V or a sequence of con-
stants in U*. For each 1il, let ji=min[ ji | zj=zi]
(note that ji is always defined) and
Ci={8i=u,8i=8ji ,
if zi=u is in U*
if zi is a variable.
Let C be the selection condition C1 7 } } } 7 Cl . For each
1 jn, let lj be the smallest number m such that zm=xj .
(Since x1 , ..., xn is the list of the (distinct) variables
appearing in F, xj (1 jn) occurs in z1 , ..., zl . Hence,
lj is well defined.) It is easily seen that ?l1, ..., ln _C(R) is a
corresponding s-algebra expression of
T=[(x1 , ..., xn) | R(z1 , ..., zl)]=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F ].
(ii) F=zl+1 # Ml[ p](z1 , ..., zl), where p is a regular
subset of Vl* and each zi (1il+1) is a variable or a
sequence. For each 1il+1, let
Ai={DOM
k
1(T, ID),
[(u)],
if zi is a variable
if zi=u is in U*.
For each 1 jn, let lj be the smallest integer m such that
zm=xj . (Since x1 , ..., xn are the (distinct) variables appearing
in F, xj (1 jn) occurs in z1 , ..., zl+1. Hence, lj is well
defined.) Then
?l1, ..., ln(M
1, ..., l[ p](A1_ } } } _Al)
& (DOMkl (T, ID)_Al+1))
is a corresponding s-algebra expression of T=
[(x1 , ..., xn) | zl+1 # Ml[ p](z1 , ..., zl)].
Combining the above two cases, (1) is true if F has no
connectives.
Assume (1) is true if F has less than K1 connectives.
Suppose now F has exactly K connectives. Three cases arise:
(i) F=F1 6 F2 . Let y1 , ..., yl be the free variables in F1
and z1 , ..., zm the free variables in F2 . Notice that ln and
mn. Also, F1 (F2 , respectively) contains less than K con-
nectives. By induction, there exist E1 and E2 such that E1 is
a corresponding s-algebra expression of T1=[( y1 , ..., yl) |
F1] and E2 is a corresponding s-algebra expression of T2=
[(z1 , ..., zm) | F2]. Let f1 be a 11 mapping from [1, ..., n]
onto [1, ..., n] such that f1(i)= j if yj=xi for some j. (Since
yj appears in x1 , ..., xn at most once for each 1 jl, such
a 11 mapping f1 exists.) Let f2 be analogously defined with
respect to zj instead of yj . Now let
E$1=?f1(1), ..., f1(n)(E1_DOM
k
n&l (T1 , ID)) and
E$2=?f2(1), ..., f2(n)(E2_DOM
k
n&m(T2 , ID)).
It is easily seen that E$1 _ E$2 is a corresponding s-algebra
expression of T.
(ii) F=cF1 . Clearly, there are n free variables in F1 .
Since F1 has exactly K&1 connectives, by induction, there
exists a corresponding s-algebra expression E1 of [(x1 , ...,
xn) | F1]. Then DOMkn(T, ID)&E1 is a corresponding
s-algebra expression of T.
(iii) F=_xF1 . Clearly, there are n+1 free variables in
F1 . Let T1=[(x1 , ..., xn , x) | F1]. By induction, there exists
E1 such that
(2) E1[ID]=[(u1 , ..., un , u) | ID<F1[u1x1 , ..., unxn ,
ux]] & DOMkn+1(T1 , ID) for each s-database instance ID
over D. Let E=?1, ..., nE1 and ID be an s-instance. It remains
to show that
(3) E[ID]=[(u1 , ..., un) | ID < F[u1 x1 , ..., unxn]] &
DOMkn(T, ID).
First suppose (u1 , ..., un) is in E[ID]. Since E=?1, ..., nE1
and the arity of E1 is n+1, there exists u such that
(u1 , ..., un , u) is in E1[ID] by definition. Since E1 is a corre-
sponding s-algebra expression of T1 , (u1 , ..., un , u) is in
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T1[ID] & DOMkn+1(T1 , ID). Thus, ID < F1[x1u1 , ..., xnun ,
xu], whence
ID < _xF1[x1u1 , ..., xnun].
It is then easy to see that (u1 , ..., un) is in the set on the right-
hand side of (3).
Now suppose (u1 , ..., un) is in the set on the right-hand
side of (3). Clearly, ui is in adomk(T, ID) for each 1in.
Since F=_xF1 and ID < F[u1 x1 , ..., unxn], there exists u
such that ID < F1[u1 x1 , ..., unxn , ux]. Since F is k-safe, u
is in adomk(T, ID). Hence, (u1 , ..., un , u) is in E1[ID] by (2).
Thus, (u1 , ..., un) is in ?1, ..., nE1[ID]=E[ID]. Therefore, (3)
is true, thereby completing the proof for this case. In each
of the above three cases, (1) is true if F has exactly K
connectives. Hence, the induction is extended and (1) is
established. K
We now show that the safe s-calculus is at least as
‘‘powerful’’ as the s-algebra.
Lemma 11. Let D be an s-database scheme and E
an s-algebra expression over D. Then there exists a safe
s-calculus query which is equivalent to E.
Proof. We prove the lemma by an induction on the
number of operators in E. Suppose there are no operators in
E. Two cases arise:
(i) E=[(u1 , ..., un)], where ui is in U* for each
1in. It is easily seen that the query [(x1 , ..., xn) | x1=
u1 7 } } } 7 xn=un] is equivalent to E and is safe.
(ii) E=R, where R is an n-ary relation name. It is easily
seen that the query
[(x1 , ..., xn) | R(x1 , ..., xn)]
is equivalent to E and is safe.
Thus, if E contains no operators, then E has an equivalent
safe s-calculus query.
Now assume that each s-algebra expression E has an
equivalent safe s-calculus query if E contains less than N1
operators. Suppose E contains exactly N operators. Eight
cases arise.
(i) E=E1 _ E2 . Then E1 and E2 each have less than N
operators. For 1i2, it follows from the induction
assumption that there exists a safe s-calculus query Ti=
[(x1 , ..., xn)] | Fi] equivalent to Ei . Without loss of
generality, suppose T1 and T2 are both k-safe. Then it is
clear that E is equivalent to T=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F1 6 F2].
Since T1 and T2 are both safe, T1[ID]DOMkn(T1 , ID)
and T2[ID]DOMkn(T2 , ID). Hence, T[ID]DOM
k
n
(T1 , ID) _ DOMkm(T2 , ID). It is easily seen that DOM
k
n
(Ti , ID)DOMkn(T2 , ID) for i=1, 2. Then T[ID]
DOMkn(T, ID); i.e., T satisfies condition (1) for safe
s-calculus queries. Furthermore, it is obvious that if a for-
mula of the form _xF $ is a subformula of F1 6 F2 , then it is
a subformula of either F1 or F2 . It follows that T satisfies
condition (2) for safe s-calculus queries since T1 and T2 are
both safe. Therefore, T is safe.
(ii) E=E1&E2 . By induction, there exist safe
s-calculus queries T1=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F1] and T2=[(x1 , ...,
xn) | F2] such that Ti is equivalent to Ei for i=1, 2. Clearly,
E is equivalent to T=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F1 7 cF2]. Analogous
to the proof of case (i) above, T is safe.
(iii) E=E1 & E2 . Since E1 & E2=E1&(E1&E2), it is
easy to see from case (ii) above that E has an equivalent safe
s-calculus query.
(iv) E=E1_E2 . By induction, for each 1i2, there
exists a safe s-calculus query Ti=[(x1 , ..., xni) | Fi] equiv-
alent to Ei . Let z1 , ..., zn1+n2 be n1+n2 distinct variables.
Furthermore, let F $1 be the formula obtained from F1 by
changing xi to zi for each 1in1 and F $2 obtained from
F2 by changing xi to zn1+i for each 1in2 . Let
T=[(x1 , ..., xn1+n2) | F $1 7 F $2]. Clearly, T is equivalent
to E.
Let ID be an s-database instance over D. Without loss of
generality, we may suppose T1 and T2 are both k-safe.
Let 1i2. Clearly, Ti[ID]DOMkni(Ti , ID). Let T $i=
[(z1 , ..., zni) | F $i]. Then T $i[ID]DOM
k
ni
(T $i , ID). It is
easily seen that adomk(T $i , ID)adomk(T, ID). Thus,
T[ID]  DOMkn1(T, ID) _ DOM
k
n2
(T, ID) = DOMkn1+n2
(T, ID); i.e., T satisfies condition (1) for safe s-calculus
queries. By the same argument used in case (i), T also
satisfies conditions (2) for safe s-calculus queries. Thus, T is
safe.
(v) E=?i1, ..., il E1 . Let T1[(x1 , ..., xn) | F1] be a safe
s-calculus query which is equivalent to E1 . Let T=
[(xi1 , ..., xil) | _xj1 } } } _xjp F1], where [ j1 , ..., jp]=[1, ..., n]
&[i | i=ij for some 1 jl]. It is easy to see that T is
equivalent to E. It remains to show that T is safe.
Let ID be an s-database instance. Since T1 is safe, there
exists k1 such that T1 is k-safe. Then T1[ID]DOMkn
(T1 , ID) by definition. Suppose F1[u1 x1 , ..., xn un] is true
in ID . Since T1 is safe, ui is in adomk(T1 , ID) for each
1in. It is obvious that adomk(T1 , ID)adomk(T, ID).
Then ui is in adomk(T, ID) for each 1in; i.e., T satisfies
condition (1) for safe s-calculus queries. It is easy to see that
T also satisfies condition (2) for safe s-calculus queries.
Thus, T is safe.
(vi) E=_CE1 . By induction, there exists a safe
s-calculus query T1=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F1] which is equivalent
to E1 . Let T=[(x1 , ..., xn) | C$ 7 F1], where C$ is obtained
from C by changing 8i to xi for each 8i appearing in C.
Clearly, T is equivalent to E. It is easy to see that T is safe
since T1 is safe.
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(vii) E=Mi1, ..., il[ p](E1). By induction, there exists a
safe s-calculus query
T1=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F1]
equivalent to E1 . Let T=[(x1 , ..., xn , xn+1) | F], where
F=F1 7 (xn+1 # Mn[ p](xi1 , ..., xil)).
Clearly, T is equivalent to E. It remains to show that T is
safe.
Let ID be an s-database instance. Since T1 is safe, there
exists k such that T1 is k-safe. Suppose ID < F1[u1 x1 , ...,
un xn]. Then ui is in adomk(T1 , ID) for each 1in since
T1 is safe. Suppose ID < F[u1 x1 , ..., unxn , un+1 xn+1].
Then un+1 is in Mn[ p]([ui1], ..., [uil]). Let k$=kl. Clearly,
un+1 is in adomk$(T1 , ID). It is obvious that adomk$
(T1 , ID)adomk$(T, ID). Thus, T[ID]DOMk$n+1(T, ID);
i.e., T satisfies condition (1) for safe s-calculus queries.
Furthermore, since each subformula of F of the form _xF $
is also a subformula of F1 and T1 is safe, it follows that T
satisfies condition (2) for safe s-calculus queries. Hence, T is
safe.
(viii) E=E&l[ p](E1). By induction, there exists a safe
s-calculus query
T1=[(x1 , ..., xn) | F1]
equivalent to E1 . Without loss of generality, suppose l=n.
Let
F $1=F1 7 (xn # M2[T](xn+1 , xn+2))
and T=[(x1 , ..., xn , xn+1) | _xn+2F $1]. It is clear that T is
equivalent to E. It remains to show that T is safe.
Let ID be an s-database instance. Since T1 is safe, it is
k-safe for some k1. Suppose ID < F1[x1 u1 , ..., xnun].
Then ui is in adomk(T1 , ID) since T1 is k-safe. Suppose
ID < F $1[x1u1 , ..., xn+2un+2]. Thus, un is in M2[ p]
([un+1], [un+2]). Clearly, un+i is in adomk(T1 , ID)
for i=1, 2 since un is in adomk(T1 , ID). It is obvious
that adomk(T1 , ID)adomk(T, ID). Hence, un+2 is in
adomk(T, ID). It is then easy to see that T is safe.
In each the above eight cases, E has an equivalent safe
s-calculus query. This completes the induction and, there-
fore, establishes the lemma. K
The theorem is established by the above two lemmas.
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